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ABSTRACT

Mathematics teaching in South African schools is currently in
a state of ferment. The recent political transformation in Ehe

country has had a ripple effect on the curriculum in the form a

more "pupi1 centered'r approach. one of Ehe more noteworthy
curricular changes is the proposed generalized number pattern
approach to algebra (e.g., in the Draft Syllabus for Mathematics

of the Western Cape Education Department. for the ,Junior Secondary

Phase, 1996) . This thesis sets out t.o explore, against a

constructivist background, some of the cognitive difficulties
that standard six and seven pupils at a tlpical cape F1at.s school

experience with the new approach.

The research was conducted at the Be1Ivi11e South Senior
secondary school. By virt,ue of its location and feeding areas,

this school is in my opinion a typical Cape Flats school and its
pupils are representative of the broader cape Flats population.

This development,al research ef f ort went through t,hree phases.

During the first phase all the pupils in the mathematics

department were given a project on generalized number patt.erns in
the form of a take-home worksheet.. This was forlowed up by

conductj.ng three interviews with different standard six pupils in
which they were guestioned about their responses t.o the quesEions

in the worksheet. For the second phase three standard six and

three standard seven pupils were interviewed on a matchstick
pattern that was generated by physically building it with
matchsticks. The pupils were given the option to participat.e in
the building process. During t.he third phase three standard six
and three standard seven pupils were interviewed as they

attempted to generalize from a functional tab1e.

LL
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During the interviews and in the analyses a conscious attempt
was made to reveal some of Ehe cognitive difficulties that the
pupils might have experienced in the course of Eheir attempts to
generalize from the patterns. The interviews were structured
around certain core questions that were designed to gradually
guide the pupils from the perception of the pattern to the
writing of a symbolic ruLe in t.erms of the algebraj-c code.

A number of cognitive difficulties that occurred across the
sample of subjects were identified, for example: a fixation with
a recurrence rule; a tendency to I'over-generalize"; difficulties
with the articulation of the rure in a natural ranguage, These

were discussed within the context of particular examples from the
interviews. A few teaching recommendations based upon the

research findings are suggested, for example: teachers should

familiarize themselves with E.he cognitive difficulties Ehat their
pupils are likely to experience wit,h generalizing from number

patterns in order to eguip themselves to address these; exposing

pupils to a variet.y of patterns over a period of time;
encouraging pupils to see that the same pattern can be expressed

in more than one way; etc.

rn conclusion, the research findings seems to suggest that
pupils on the cape Flats are not yet ready for t.he generarized

number pattern approach to algebra.

-o0o-
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1

1

CIIAPTER 1

III'|IRODUCTION A}ID MOTIVAIION

1 Background to the Study

Current trends in South African mathematics education include
the use of number patterns as a suggested introductj-on to
algebra. In the latest Draft Syllabus for Mathematics in the

ilunior Secondary Course of the Western Cape Education Department

(for implementaEion z t99G-]-997) the study of number patterns,
generalizations, and relationships between variables are

suggested as precursors for t.he introduction of algebra in the
,Junior Secondary Phase of schooling. The examples of number

Pattern generators given in the document include functional
tables, flow diagrams and match stick patEerns. These E.opics

are to be introduced in standard five through a number of
activities aimed at:
1. The investigaE.ion of number patterns.
2. Generalization and description of patterns:

(a) in words;

(b) in a flow diagram; and

(c) with the aid of a formula: (i) in words and (ii) letter
symbols.

3. Solving problems.

4. Generating number seqfuences and tables.
These patterning activities are intended to ray the

foundations on which t,he introducEory concept.s of algebra (e.g.,
t.he concept of variable and relationships between variables;
transformations of algebraic expressions into equivalent
expressi-ons; etc. ) can be built in st.andard six. rn st.andard

seven the focus of the algebra syllabus shifts to symbolic

manipulations. A tacit assumpt,ion underlying the approach seems

1
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to be that the pupils, having been exposed to the above

mentioned act.ivities in st,andards f ive and six, would have

attained the necessary conceptual frameworks to enable t,hem to
deal with the purely slmtactic-manipulative side of algebra in
standard seven and thereafter.

Researchers into mathematics education (e.g., Cortes,
vergnaud and Kavaf ian, 1990,- Herscovics and Linchevski, j_g94)

have identified a cognitive gap between the arithmetic framework
and the algebraic framework that, is sufficient,ly wide for pupils
t'o experience difficulties in trying to make a transition from
the one to the ot,her. Some of these difficulties have been

documented by them and other researchers (e.g., Herscovics,
1989; Herscovics and Linchevski, t9g4; Kieran, :-ggg; MacGregor

and Stacey, L993; Orton and Orton, Lgg4-; Reggiani, tg94). I
hope to use their work as a theoretical background for my own

e:q>lorations into the cognit,ive difficulties that standard six
and standard seven pupils at a tlpical cape Flats school
experience when they attempt to generalize from number patterns.

The study reported on here was conducted as a sma11 scale
developmental research project within the mathematics department
of the Be1lvi11e south senior secondary school. pupils who

attend this school are drawn not only from BeIIvi1Ie South
itself, but also from other residential areas such as: Belhar,
Blackheath, Derft, Eerst.e River, Ravensmead and Khayalitsha.
These areas form part. of what is known as the cape Flats, a name

used to describe t.he regions in and around cape Town where the
non-whit.e people were forced to live during the Apartheid era;
and where many of them stilI rive. The sampre of pupirs who

were interviewed for this study were found to be more or less
evenly distributed amongst Ehe residential areas

2

mentioned.
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L.2

This was not by design, but happened spontaneously because of
the wide feeding area of Lhe school itself.

At t'his stage r need to explain why I see Bellvi]le South

senior secondary as a typicar cape Flats school. The school
shows a number of features that are common amongst school-s on

the cape Flats. rt is a dual medium school, catering for both
Afrikaans and English speakers. A growing number of xhosa

speakers also attend the school; receiving instruction in their
second language, which is English. Many of the pupils come from

sub-economic areas where poverty and other reraEed social
probrems are rife. The school has a lack of adeguat.e teaching
and learning resources that can be ascribed to an ever
diminishing state budget and other financial consEraints. These

are just some of the features that, in my own opinion,
contribut.e t.o E.he school ' s typicar cape Flats character.

Motivated by the above mentioned curricular innovations in
introductory algebra, T embarked on this study hoping to
j-lluminate some of t,he cogniEive difficulties that standard six
and seven pupils on the cape Frat,s experience with the
generalized number pattern approach t,o algebra.

The constructivist perspective of Learning and Teaching

Constructivism can have different meanings for different
people (Simon, 1995; Wheatley, 1991). Take, for example, the
distinction between " radicar constructivism,' and ', sociar
constructivism". Radical constructivists, in keeping with the
psychological or cognitive perspective, focus on the individual
rearner's cognitive constructs. From this perspective social
interact.ion and consensus is of secondary importance; the
primary concern is the reconstruction of the individual,s

3
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cognition. Social constructivists, orr the other hand, perceive

cognitive processes as socially determined. The focus of
attent'ion from this perspective is the role of the sociocultural
environment in the reconstruction of t,he individual,s cognit,ion.
What is to count as the ultimate truth is determined by

sociocultural consensus. rn this thesis, r fo1]ow simon,s
(1995) coordination of the two perspectives in order to make

sense of how learning t,akes place in everyday cLassrooms. r
agree with Wheatley's (1991) int.erpretation t.hat the theory of
constructivism is supported by two main pillars:

,' l

,l-".-4ne principle t,hat knowledge is not passively received, buE

is actively reconstructed by the cognizing receiver, forms

the first pilIar. That is, that the learner does not
passively absorb knowledge in an intact form; instead the
learner uses the received knowledge to const,ruct. his or her
own meaning. rn our attempts to convey our own meanings we

are more IikeIy to evoke meanings in others. Sometimes t.he

evoked meanings may differ radically from what, we incended.
2. The principle that there exists no such t,hing as an

independent, objective reality, forms t,he second pirrar.
That is, we construct our own reality based on our
e>q>eriences. our knowledge of the world is constructed from

our own perceptions and experiences, which in Eurn are
mediated through our previous knowledge (Simon, 1995). Since

we know the world only through our sensory experiences of the
past and the present., rro urtimate truth is att,ainable; at
best we can only hope to construct viable explanations for
our experiences (Simon, tg95; Wheatley, 1991) . Without an

ult.imate truth to strive f or, we musE set.t.re f or what is
viable. As Simon (fgSS) explained:

4
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A concept works or is viable to the extent

that, it, does what we need it to do: to make

sense of our perceptions or data, to make an

accurate prediction, to solve a problem, or

to accomplish a personal goal (p.115).

when our concept,s are not viabre by our own standards, our

adapt,ive processes are triggered, and we are ready to learn. By

reflecting on successful adaptive operations, we put ourselves
in a position to modify our exist,ing concept,s; or to buird new

ones.

From a constructivist perspective, knowledge evolves as the
result of a learner's acEivity performed on menEal constructs
variously referred t.o as "objectsr' (Wheatley, 1991), r'schemas,'

(Dubinsky, 199L) or ',frames" (Davis, 19gG). That is, knowledge

is always intimately relat.ed to the actions and experiences of
the learner always within t.he particular schematic context. of
the learner's experiential knowledge. The learner's activity is
E,ransformed int.o a mental "object.,,when he or she is able t.o

think it through, come up with a result, and take t.he result as

a given (Wheatley, 1991). once the acEions had been transformed

into obj ects, Ehe learner is able to ref rect on them; d,nd,

through the process of nrefrective abstraction,' (Dubinsky, 1991;

sj-mon, L995; wheatley, 1991) , learning can t.ake p1ace. The

process of "reflective abstraction'r, having its source in the

actions of the learner and operating completely internally,
aIlows for the isolation and coordination of properties and

relationships amongst the Iearner,s cognitive structures. Two

other kinds of abstraction should also be ment.ioned (Dubinsky,

1991,' Vergtnaud, 1990) : "Empirical abstraction" , having its
source in the propert.ies of exEernal ob j ects ; and ,,pseudo-

5
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empiricalr' abst,racEion, which teases ouE the properties that the

act,ions of the subject have introduced into the objects. of all
these kinds of abstraction, according to Dubinsky (1991),

rrref lective abstraction, is the most important. for the

development of mathematical thought providing a description
of the mechanism for the development. of intellectual thought.

For Dreyfus (1991), the ability of a student to consciously make

abstract,ions from non-obvious mathematical situations signals an

advanced Ievel of mathematical thinking. He (ibid. ) made the

claim that. this ability to abstract might well be,,the single
most important, goal of advanced mathematical thinking" (p.34).

Constructivists perceive learning as the adapt,ations that
learners make in their existing schemes to neutralize
perturbations t.hat. arise through their interact.ions with t.he

world constructing new schemes and elaborating on old ones

based on their ne$, experiences. Wheatley (fggf) wrote:

At one time we believe we have something figured
out. But if we are reflective and inquiring, it.
is likely that we will encounter events which

call into question our conceptualizations and we

will be forced to reorganize our ideas. This

reorganizat.ion may require throwing out much of
what hre have construct.ed and reconstructing our

schemes of knowledge (p.f 2) .

Const.ructivism provides us wit.h a theoretical framework for
discussing the adaptation of existing cognitive constructs and

the creation of new ones in the minds of our student.s. simon

(1995) sums it all up by making the following point which is
often overlooked by educators and policy makers alike:

5
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1.3

Constructivism, as an episEemological theory,

does not define a particular way of teaching.

It describes knowledge development, whether or
not there is a teacher present or teaching
going on (p. 1L7 ) .

Parker (1995) reports the following changes in the discourse
about the mat,hematics curriculum in sout,h Af rica:
1. The child is no longer seen as an ,empty vesseIr,, but as an

act,ive, mathematicaL thinker who enters school with powerful
informal mathematical methods.

2 - A shift from the transmission of esoteric knowledge to the
exploration of pupils' everyday knowledge for generalizable
mathematical knowledge t,hat can be recontextualized into
school mathematics.

3. The teacher is no longer seen as an external regulator and

knowledge disseminator, buE as a consult,ant. and facilitator.
These changes in the discourse abouE mat.hematics educat.ion

are indicative of the current trend towards a more consE.ructivist
based curriculum discourse in South Africa.

"Algebra for Sone,' or "Algebra for AI1"?

Algebra has traditionally been regarded .to be the domain of
the gif ted onry t,hey can ,'do algebra" and dare t.o further
their studies in the subject.. The ability t,o ,do algebra,, is
often regarded as a sure sign of intelligence; especially by

those who do not use it. Educators, discouraged by the high
failure rate in algebra, often discard t.he idea of ',algebra for
all" either as an irrerevant slogan or too difficult a task to
accomplish. Usiskin (tggZ) made the following poinrs related to
the question of ',algebra for aII,':

7
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o The whole of society needs algebra. Not on1y, the engineers,

scientists, statisticians, etc.; but a1so, the carpenters,
plumbers, builders, etc.

o The economic weLl-being of a country depends upon having jobs

for its people,. and the creation of new jobs in t.he 21st

century depends upon achievements in sectors such as

biotechnologry, t,elecommunications, comput,ers and sof tware,
micro-electronics, robotics and machine tools. Advancements

in these areas demands considerable amounts of mathematical
knowledge; of which algebra is an indispensable part..

o There now exists technology that makes the graphing of
functions and data, and even curve fit.ting and dat,a analysis,
accessible to all. one no longer need to know huge amounts of
mathematics to do all t,hese things. Algebra has become more

accessible,' and so also has elementary analysis.
o The available technorogy does not yet cover arl of algebra, so

there is stiIl a need to know some algebra.
These are just some of the reasons hrhy t.he notion of "algebra

for some" should not be acceptable for the serious mathematics

educator.

usiskin (]-992) also argued that the learning of algebra is
like the learning of a language and t,hat anyone who can learn to
read, write and comprehend his or her native language shourd be

able to learn how Eo read, write and comprehend algebraic
symborism. what one must bear in mind, however, is that a

native language is learned in a particular context that gives it
immediate meaning. rt is my content.ion that, if algebra was Eo

be taught in a context that gives it immediate meaning, it would

be learned like a language and would indeed become accessible to
all.

I
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1.4 Sumary

Chapt,er one sketched a brief background Eo the study agaj-nst

the South African curriculum innovations. The study is located
within the constructivist perspective of teaching and learning.
The notion of a rltypical cape Flat,s schoolr' was explained as it
is used in this thesis. Arguments are forwarded that algebra is
indeed accessible to more people than what is generally believed.

rn chapt,er two will be a brief review of the 1iterature on

algebra teaching pert.aining to number patterns j_n algebra. some

difficulties that arise when people learn algebra wi1l also be

discussed.

-o0o-
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2

2

CHAPTTR 2

LITERATT'RE REVIEIT

.1 Ylhat is ttris Thing Calted f,Algrebra',?

There is no simple definition for algebra. usiskin (19g8),

for example, points out that what is taught as algebra in school
is different from what is taught as algebra to mathematics majors
at university. At school algebra deals with the rules for
manipulating 'r let.ters I' standing f or numbers ,. 3t university
'rletters, are still used, but. they may not. stand for numbers any
more, for example, in abstract algebra they may stand for
strucE,ures such as vector spaces, groups or rings. These

'rlettersrr are what is known to mathematicians as "variabl€s,,; the
raison d'6tre for algebrars existence as a separate discipline of
mathematics. usiskin (ibid.) also points out that the variable
is a multifaceted concept in itself; that is, to claim that
"argebra is the study of variables" is simply not enough. To

subsranriare E.his poinr, Usiskj.n (ibid. ) has highlighted four
conceptions of algebra that. can be related to different uses of
the variable:

l- ATgebra as generaTized arithmetic, i.e., thinking of variables

as pattern generaTizers. For example, Ehe pattern, 2 + 1.3 i

2 + 2.3 ; 2 + 3.3 ; 2 + 4.3 i ... The student is expect.ed to
translate and generalize the pattern to 2 + 3n.

2- ATgebra as the study of procedures for solving certain kinds of
probTems, i.e., thinking of variables as unknowns or constants.

For example, when the student is given the equation 2 + 3x = L7

with the inst.ruction to simplify and sorve for x.

10
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3. ATgebra as the study of relationships anong qtantities, a.€.,

the variable is either an argument (domain value of a function)

or a parameter (number on which other numbers depend). For

example, when the student is given the function t (x) = 2 + 3x

with the instruction to find
(i) t (x) for x = a (x is al argument) ; and

(ii) x so that t (x) = a (x is a parameter) .

4 . ATgebra as the study of structures, i. e. , t.hinking of the

variable as an arbitrary object in a structure related by

certain properties. The instruction is to treat the variable
as an arbitrary mark on paper without any numerical referents.

For exampre, the groups, rings, and vector spaces of advanced

mathematics are t,hought of and treated in this way.

r have asked a number of former students about t.heir
recollections of school algebra and most of them remember it as a

branch of mathematics that deals wit,h the rules for manipulating
symbols with yeE to be discovered meanings. when this tlpical
response about the nature of algebra is considered within the
context of how algebra has traditionally been taught in schools,
it comes as no surprise. rn the past t,eachers and t.extbook

authors alike have focused on the manipulaE.ion of abstract.
symbols. Sometimes t.hese symbol systems taught have only other
symbols as referents (Meira, 1990), which is in line with
usiskin's (1988) description of the conception of "algebra as a

study of structuresrr. This traditional'rslmtactic-manipulative
approach" (Furinghetti and Paola, ]-g94) of int.roducing algebra by

means of a formal definition of the variabLe, followed by a few

examples, is unrikery to be of much assistance to pupils (Briggs,

Demana and Osborne, L98G).

11
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According to pegg and Redden (L990), the assumption that
algebraic language forms a natural part of a pupil's vocabulary
is not necessarily true. rf it was, then the traditional
approach would have more success in producing significant numbers

of pupils capable of constructing meaning for this new kind of
symbolism. rn fact, ?s Herscovics and Linchevski (t9g4) have

pointed out, the traditionar approach rimits pupils to the
performance of meaningless operations on symbols that they do not
understand at all. That explains why many ex-algebra students
will describe their experience of the subject as a meaningless

manipulation of symbols.

For those init,iated into its mysteries, algebra becomes a

powerful tool; able to serve at least three purposes:

L- It permits the concise representation of quantit.ies, general
relationships and procedures.

2 - The concise system of representation enabLes the initiated to
solve a wide range of problems related to such relationships
and procedures.

3. It also a1lows for the derivation of ne$, relationships and

procedures by the appropriate manipulation of the known ones.

once the initiate attains a workable knowledge of these three
purposes of algebra, then, for him or her, in the words of
McQualter (1983): "Algebra provides the medi-um of mathemaEical

discourse. . -rr (p.3) . Or as polya (1962) so aptly described it:
Algebra is a language which does not consist
of words but of symbols. If we are familiar
with it h,e can translate into it appropriate

sentences of everyday language (p.24) .

L2
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2 -2 The Eistory of Algebra and ttra Evolution of Syubolic Ararenegs

Classical algebra was inEroduced to the world by an Arabian

mat,hematician known as Al-Khowarizmi (c. g3O A.D. ) , The title of

his book, 'rHisab A1- jabr wtal, Mugabalah'r, from which the name

Algebra was derived, means reorganising or regrouping terms or
parts, while changing their state (McQuaIter, 1983; Streefland,
L994). It was presented as a list of rules and procedures thaE,

could be used t,o solve specific linear and quadratic equations.

In its evolution symbolic algebra has gone through three
distinct phases (Kieran, L99o , l-9g4; Kramer, L9g1,. Mceualter,

1983) in the following order: rhet,orical algebra, s)rncopated

algebra and functional algebra.

.2.L Rhetorical AJ.gebra

This first phase spans the period from the Babylonians to the

time of Diophantus of Alexandria (c. 2SO A.D. ) . It was

distinctly charact.erized by its rhetorical (verbal) approach,

i. e. , resulE.s were obtained by means of verbal arg:ument., withouE

the use of abbreviations or symbols of any kind (Kramer 1981).

The system was not perfect.. McQualter (1983) draws our attenEion

to the fact that. the lack of adequate symbolism precluded any

attempts at generalization.

.2.2 Syncopated Algebra

The second phase was introduced by Diophantus t.hrough his work

"Ari thmetica" in which there is the first evidence of the

"slmcopation" (abbreviation) of algebra (Kramer, 1981; Mceualter,

1983). syncopated algebra, ds it became known, is a form of
shorthand rather than a system of complete abst.ract symbolism

that is, a sort of substitute for lengthy verbal expressions.

Kramer (rggr) points out that Diophantus had a particular

2
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2.2

2.2

affinity for the initial-Ietter t]4ge of shorthand. The concern

of the algebraist,s of this 'period was exclusively that of
discovering the ident.ity of the letter or 1etters, ds opposed to
an att,empt to express the general (Kieran, 1990) .

.3 Ftrnctional Algebra

The third phase was initiated by the introducEion of proper

algebraic symbolism towards the end of the sixt.eenth century by a
French mat,hemat,ician calLed Frangois viEte (1540-1G03). viEte
reportedly was the first. person to use letters to represent.

unknowns (Kramer, 1981; streefland, t994; struik, l9G9) . IIe was

a1so, Ers struik (rge g) points out, the first man t.o int,roduce, in
a systematic wdy, general letters instead of numbers into the
t.heory of equations. rn doing so, ViEte had shown thaE a general
solution, in symbolic form, was possible for many classes of
equations (McQualter, 1983). Algebra had t,hus become a tool, not,

only for expressing general solutions, but also for proving rules
governing numerical relations (Kieran, L99O) .

.4 AJ.gebra and SyroboJ.isu

According to sfard and Linchevski (1994) the history of
algebra is not necessarily Ehe hiscory of symbols. rn fact.,
symbolic representation is not a necessary characterist,ic of
algebra. Both the history and the learning of algebra provide
evidence thereof that algebraic thinking appears long before
algebraic notation is introduced. Both Rhetorical algebra and

syncopated algebra showed evidence of argebraic thinking, but
without the symbolism that later became the harrmark of
Functional algebra. After the int.roduction of atgebraic
symbolism, the history of algebra and symbols became so

intertwined, t.hat it has become almost impossible to teII them

apart (sfard and Linchevskj-, l-994). rt. has already been pointed
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out t'hat an adequate system of symbolic notation is a necessary

prerequisite for generalization. For that, reason, and because

t'his thesis deals with generalization from patEerns, f prefer to
trbat the history of algebra and the history of symbols as the
same thing.

The history of algebra teaches us t,hat algebraic knowledge was

not attained guickly; it developed slow1y over many centuries
(Herscovics, L989). Likewise the transition from arithmetic to
algebra will take time and should not be rushed (Streefl-and,

1994) - There is evidence (e.g., Kieran, 1990; Mason, pimm,

Graham and Gowar, 1985) that algebra students pass through the
same hist,orical evolut j-onary stages in their acquisition of
algebraic symbolism. The point is that it would be unrealistic
to expect of our sEudents to grasp the basic tenets of algebra in
t.he course of a few formal classroom presentations. In t.he words

of McQualter (1983):

The algebraic knowledge a child must obtain
from school mathemat.ics should be permitted to
grow sIowly and induct.ively and not be

present.ed as a formal seE of rules and

operations ofEen result.ing in confusion of
thinking and obscurity of purpose (p.3).

This comment becomes especially relevant if one seriously
considers the above ment.ioned account. (Kieran, 1990,. Mason,

et.aI., 1985) that students progress Ehrough similar evolutionary
stages as the historical ones as they move along the axis from

using words to using symbols to record generality.
The use of symbols and conventions in algebra to represent

quantities and operations with those quanEities (Mceualter, 19g3)

provides the mat.hematician with a medium of mathematical
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discourse capable not only of

also of manipulating t,hose

concLusions.

expressing formulae succinct,ly, but

to derive newformulae in order

Sone E:q>Ianations for hrpiJ.sr Difficu1ties with School AJ,gebra

According to Herscovics (1989) two tlpes of arguments are

often used to explain the high failure rate in school algebra:

l-. inadequate teaching practices relating the problem to the
teacher's instruct.ionaL methods; and

2- that mathematics, especially algebra, is 'rtoo difficulE', to be

learned by all of the general population and shourd only be

t,aught to the elite few capable of coping with its t.raditional
presentation relating the problem to Ehe pupils themselves.

The first of t,hese arguments is stirl acceptable; offering a

hint of optimism in the form of room for possible improvement.

That is, if we as educators strj.ve t.o i-mprove our instructional
methods, then there will be hope for more of our sEudenE,s. The

second argument, however, is pessimistic, defeatest and far from

being acceptable. Given the needs of our modern society for more

and more people with the necessary algebraic skills to translate
real life problems into solvable mat,hematical models (Usiskin,

1,992), we cannot allow room for such pessimism.

The difficulties that pupils experience with school algebra
have been werl documented in the literature (e.g., Boot.h, L9g6;

L988; chalouh and Herscovics, 19gg; Grencross, 1995; Herscovics

and Linchevski, t994; Kieran, ]-9g9; Kuchemann, 19g1; Linchevski
and Herscovics, L994) . This part of my treatise will be limited
to a cursory overview of select.ed examples from the literaEure
that have a bearing on my own research work.

2.3
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2-3.L Difficulties. arising fron ttre shift to a set of conventions

different fron those used in arittrmetic

Several researchers (e. g. , Boot,h, 1996; Herscovics , 1,9g9 ;

olivier, 1984) have found that pupils, prior arithmetic
experiences can be a source of difficulties when the transition
to algebra has to be made. This is ironicaL, because arithmet,ic
should provide the cogniEive basis from t.he pupil,s background

(Chalouh and Herscovics, 1988) on which to build t,he notions of
algebra. Since school algebra principally has to do with the
formulation and manipulat,ion of generalized statements about

numbers, it is to be expected that pupilsrprior experiences with
arit'hmetic should have an important effect on their ability to
make sense of it (Kieran, L9g9).

In order t,o describe the difficulties of overcoming existing
cognit,ive frameworks in order to construct new ones, and,/or the
unresolved conflict that sometimes exist between the new frame-
works and t.he oId ones, Herscovics (19g9) introduced the notion
of a rcognitive obstacler. Several examples of cognitive
obsEacles related t,o the arithmetic framework are discussed in
the literature (e. g. , Booth 19gG ; 19gg ) . Here are a f ew t.o
i]lustrate:

o The obsession wiE.h finding of a numerical answeri even where no

such answer is desirable. Booth (199G; 19gg) gave the example

of a fourteen year old girl who calculated the perimeter of a

figure with n sides, each of length 2, by assigning a varue of

74 to n to obtain the answer of 28. The value of n as L4 was

obtained by counting along the alphabet up t,o E,he retter n; and

assigning an integer value to each letter as she went a1ong.

L7
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r The persistent need

conjoining; that, is,

addition, €.9

o

o

for a single Eerm answer sometimes

when an algebraic expression like
leads to

2a + 5b

and 43 4t.ens + 3unit,s. Pupils,

is simplified .to the single term 7ab. Booth (198g) explained

t,hat conjoining is acceptable in arithmetic where it implies

^1t2 2+ 1
z

drawing on their experiences from arit,hmetic, t.end to conjoin
algebraic terms.

Booth (1988) also pointed out that pupils often have a cognitive
difficult.y j-n accepting a "Iack of crosure,, because t.hey have

certain expectations, derived from arithmetic, concerning whaE.

"weII-formed answers" are supposed to look Iike. This prevents

them from apprecj-at.ing that unclosed algebraic expressions are

not only legitimat.e answers; but may arso represent the
procedure or relationship by which the answer was obtained, ;1s

well as the answer itself.
olivier (1984) contended that, with the emphasis on

computationar algorithms in the primary st,andards, t.he

important groundwork that could facilitate generalization are

likeIy to be neglected. For example, in Ehe addition
algorit.hm, pupils are expected to add columns mechanically,
i.e.,

222
+333

5s5
inst.ead of ; 2ones+3

2tens+3
2 hundreds

ones

tens

= 5 ones

= 5 tens

hundreds = 5 hundreds.+3

18
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The background provided by the rat,ter approach woul-d

the way for a more meaningful generalization, viz.,

have paved

2x+3x=
5x.

The tendency for pupils to faII back into the arithmetic frame

of reference illustrates just how difficult it is to overcome

existing conceptual frameworks in order to const.ruct, new ones and

how old and new frames of reference sometimes conflict with each

other (Herscovics, 1989) .

2-3-2 Difficulties related to ttre recogmition and use of structure
In arithmetic the emphasis is on ,'finding the answerr and many

pupils are able to survive with informal and intuit,ive
procedures. rn algebra, by contrast, pupils are reguired to
recognize and use the structures that t,hey have been able to
avoid in arithmetic (Kieran, 1989) . Kieran (ibid. ) made the
distinction between surface structure and systemic structure when

referring to the structure of an algebraic or arithmetic
expression. The surface structure of an expression refers to the
given form or arrangement of the terms and operat,ions, subject to
the constraints of the order of operations. When referring to an

eguation, surface structure comprises the given terms and

operations on bot,h sides of the equal sign, Ers well as the
condition of eguality. The systemic st.ructure (relating to the
system from which the expression inherits its properties) refers
to the properties of the operations, e.g., commutativity and

associativity, and to relationships between the operations, €.9.,
distributivit.y. Both the surface structure and the systemic

structure are important considerations when an existing algebraic
expression is manipulated t.o create a new one.

MacGregor and Stacey (1-994) use the concept i'metalinguistic

awarenessrr (from linguistics) to describe an awareness of the
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structure of an algebraic expression. They

two metalinguistic componenE,s that. have a

other mathematical signs

rearrange or simplify an

their original referents.

Syntax awareness, i.e.,

can be manipulat,ed

algebraic expression,

(ibid. ) identified
strong bearing on

letters and

in order to

regardless of

algebra learning:

1. SymboT awareness, i.e., knowing that numerals,

2 the abiliEy to recognize when an

algebraic e>cpression is well formed, and when it is not. For

example, 2x = L0 i x = 5 is well formed, whereas 2x = lo = s

is not.

.3 Difficurties related to ttre neaning of ttre letterg
Kieran (1989) pointed out that pupils' past experiences with

placeholders in open sentences and letters used in formulas such

as the area of a rectangle cannot easily be related to the many

uses of the variable t,o which they are e:q>osed in high school
algebra. The uses of the variable include, according to Usiskin
(L988), that of pattern generari zers,- unknowns; arguments or
parameters; and arbitrary objects (see section 2.L). Booth(1985)

argued that,
until a student does appreciate the use

of letters as variables, or at least as

'generalised, number, then algebra can have

IitE.l-e real_ meaning (p.3) .

2.3
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2.4

2.4

The Generalized Number Pattern Approach

1 fhe groring interest in ttre generalized number pattern

approach to t$e teaching of algebra

Current,ly the generalized number pattern approach to the

teaching of algebra is fast gaining momenEum nat.ionally

as weII as internat.ionally. rn the past decade t.here has been a

steady growth in the number of mathematics educators and

researchers who are arguing for an alternative approach to
algebra via generalized number patterns generated from concrete

situations, e.9., Abbot (]-992) ; Andrew (t992) ; Andrews (1990) ;

Booth (1989); Bagle (1986); Hale (L981); Mason (L988); Mason, €r

aI. (1985); Morgan (L99a); Pagni (]-992); Pegg and Redden (1990);

Redden (1994) and Richardson (1984) . The current, inEerest in t.he

number pattern approach should be seen as part. of a growing

worldwide quest for more meaningful alt.ernatives t,o replace E,he

ineffective, traditional introduction into algebra via exercises

in substitution, simplification and other manipulaEions of
abstract., and otherwise meaningless symbols. one such suggesEed

alternat.ive is an approach via the micro-world of computers (see

section 2.4.3) . According to Booth (1989) , algebraic not.aE.ion

was invented to represent general statements and she suggest.s

that pupils should be introduced to the use of letcers in algebra

via the same ("more natural") route of generalizarion if t.hey are

to appreciat.e the purposes of their studies in algebra. In an

earlier paper Booth (1986) has pointed out how t.he traditional
method of introducing algebra I'via exercises in subst.itut.ion,

simplification, or elementary equat.ions may tend Eo encourage

students'view of letters as standing for specific unknown

values" (p.4). This leads to a restricted percept.ion of the

variable as a'rlett.er used as a specific unknown" (Kucheman,
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1981) which may be an obstacle when a different notion of the

variable is required.

The verY not,ion of a general rule immediately presupposes a

pat,tern that the rule describes. The obvious start,ing point in
the process of generalizat,ion would thus be a pat,tern from which

a general rule can be derived. Some researchers argruing in favor
of an approach t,o algebra via pattern finding and generalization
(e.g., Arnold, L992; Booth, tg}g; Hale, 1991; Mason, €t dI.,
1985, Pegg and Redden, L99o) claim that pupils will find t.he

introduction to the process of pattern recogniEion and recording
easier if the situatj-ons embodying the pattern are concrete and

more rrobvious " in the sense of having an easy visual
representation. This cIaj.m emphasizes the importance of the
exploration of concrete shape patterns (e.g., mat.ch stick
patterns) thats can be easily extended to form number patterns and
lrguess my rurer patterns in the number patt.ern approach. rn
their studies Ort.on and Ort.on (L994) provided match st.icks to
pupils in the hope that the experience of using the mat,ch st,icks
to build the next shape in a match stick pattern would help
pupils to focus on the structure of the shapes. Contrary to
their expect.ations, pupils ignored the mat,ch sticks once the

numbers had been made explicit. Their interpretation of the
phenomenon was that the task of coping with large numbers seemed

to steer the pupilsr thinking ah,ay from the matches and towards a
search for a guick method of obtaining an answer.

2.4.2 Towards a proposed teaching mettrodology

Amongst the many studies in the literature exploring the link
beLween generalized arithmetic and early algebra, only two papers

(viz-, Booth, 1989; pegg and Redden, 1990) were found to
explicitly suggest a teaching methodology. Although still in its
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infant stage of development, and in need of serious research

reflection, the proposed methodology is useful because it offers
to bot.h teacher and researcher a poinE. of departure.

The following methodological stages were proposed by pegg and

Redden (1990) and Booth (1989):

L. Experiencing activities with number patterns. This involves

finding or rrseeingrr a pattern in a concrete situation which

is not always as obvious as it may seem (Booth, 1999). The

teaching objective, however, should not, be the teaching of
number patterns per s€, but rather to use the number patterns

as an alternative route towards t.he meaningful introducEion of
algebra.

2. Expressing the rules which govern particular number patterns in

fu77 sentences. During this st,age st.udents should be involved

in clarifying and expressing accurately in their own words the

rure (s) which determine or explain a given number pattern. At

this point Booth (1989) reminds us E.haE. Ehere are more than one

way of seeing the same pattern, and subsequently more than one

way of describing it. Orton (1993) also reported individual
differences in children,s perception of a patt.ern.

3.Rewriting the ruTe(s) which govern a number pattern in an

abbreviated form. The emphasis here is on replacing t.he rule

previously written out in ful} sent.ences with a more succinct
symbolic alternat,ive. This is also the stage where symbols

first emerge and where algebra, ds it is traditionarly
perceived, commences. Da Rocha FalcSo (L995) contends that,

"algebraic procedure begins by a formal transposition from

empirical domain or natural language to an specific
represent,ational system,' (p. 21) . This is a crucial stage
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2.4

the formulation of useful e>cpressions and equations from a

problem situation if students are to derive any real power

from the algebra t.hey learn in school (stacey and MacGregor,

1995) . Morgan (:-gg+) wroE,e: ,'Symbolisation is not merely a

Process of translation from one language into another but is
the st,arting point for developing new ways of looking at. a

problem and for enabling manipulations that may lead to new

discoveries and further generalizations,' (p.2gg). rn section
2.2.4 Mceualter (1993) is quot,ed for expressing the same

sentiments about symbolism in algebra.

Pegg and Redden (1990) suffice with the first three stages,

but Booth (1989) actually took the methodological approach one

step further by suggesting a fourth stage:

4. Using the pattern ru-I,e to soTve probTems more efficientTy.

This step is t,o give the activity of patEern finding and

description "a purpose which the student.s can readily
appreciate" (Booth, 1989, p.L2) because, students often see

algebra as a language for expressing mathematical relat.ion-
ships without realizing t.hat, it. is also useful f or probrem

solving (Stacey and MacGregor, 1995).

3 The aicro-worrd countezlpart of the number pattern approach

The generarized number pattern approach is not. Ehe onry way of
introducing algebra to pupils. Another approach that also enjoys

extensive coverage in the lit,erature is via the micro-world of
computers (e. g. , Arnold, t992,. Ernest, 1999; yerushalmy and

Shterenberg, L994). Given the South African context where most

schools do not have adequate computer facilities, I thought that
it would make more sense to investigate the viability of the

number pattern approach t.o algebra.
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2.4 4 Number patterns in ttre curriculun: rnternationar trends

Morgants l]-gg+) description of current trends in mathematics

teaching in the United Kingdom towards the assessment by means of
investigative work resembles similar trends in South Africa
towards assessment by continuous evaluation. That is t,hat a part
of the assessment mark should include t.eacher assessments of
aspects of mathematical achievement that are not amenable to
timed written papers. This involves engaging the pupils in
mat.hematical investigations through project.s and model building,
which in Eurn have other benefits. Through such activities
students can gain f irst. hand e:q>erience of t,he heuristics for
problem solving. They can be encouraged to actively take part in
mathematicar thinking rat.her than passively receiving
mat.hematical thoughts. The area of number patterns offers some

excellent opportunities for investigative work, but more

importantry, through the process of generalization it forms a

natural route towards the use of algebraic notation.
In some countries the generalized number pattern approach

already forms part of their mathematics curriculum. According to
reports by ort.on and orton (l-gga) f rom England, mat,hemat,ical

activities that invorve recognizing, exploring, continuing, and

patterning has already become a significant element of t.he

mathematics curriculum t,here. Reports from Australia (e.g.,

Arnold, L992; Pegg and Redden, L99o) are that. number patterns are

arso forming an increasingly more important parE of the

mathematics curriculum t.here.

5 Nr:mber patterns in the curriculun: south African trends

According to the Draft Syllabus for Mathematics in the Junior

Secondary Course of t.he Western Cape Education Department (for

2.4
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implementation: L995 -t997) , algebra in standards 5 to 7 is based

on t,wo dif ferenE,, but related views:

(a) Algebra as a study of relatLol.ships betweea variabrea

This is based on situations involving two variables where the
one variabLe is dependent on the other variable. Algebra
provides tshe models with which to describe and analyze such

situations and it aLso provides the analyEical tools with which

t'o obtain additional, unknown informat.ion about, the situat,ion.
The mathematical model may be presented in a number of different
ways : in words, 6s a t.abIe of values, ES a graph or as a

computational procedure (i.e., as a formula or expression) .

(b) Algebra ae geaeralized aritbmetic

This approach is based on the view t.hat, historicarly, argebra
grew out of arithmetic and ought Eo be introduced to pupils via
that same historj-ca1 path. Algebra is perceived as the generator
of xnewtr mathematical knowledge. This it. does through the
mathematical processes of induetion, generalization and proof.
This is where generalized number pat,terns have an important role
to p1ay.

Most. pupils wiII easily recognise (abstract) the
patEern and qeneraLise by conjecturinq...
However, pupils should have adequate experience

of the pitfals of induction to realise that it
is necessary to prove the validity of t.he

conjecture. This requires the introduction of
a I'generalised number" to cater for any natural
number. . . (Draft Syllabus for Mat.hematics in
the Junior secondary course of the western cape

Education Department , 1_g9G , p.7') .
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2.5 some difficulties with the ,,seeing,,' of a pattern and the

writing of a nrle

2.5.1 trsaeing''r a pattern

According to Mason, et aI. (1995), 'Seeingr refers to the act
of "grasping mentally a paEtern or relationship, and is often
accompanied by a sense of elation or insight" (p.g). This

'seeing' of the pat,tern is not the same for everyone. Different
people often rseet the same pattern differently (MacGregor and

sE,acey, L993; Mason, €t dI., L9g5; orton, 7-993; orton and orton,
l_994 ) .

2.5.2 Writing a nrle

MacGregor and Stacey (1993) have identified four critical
steps in moving from a function tabre to an argebraic rule:
o looking beyond recurrence patterns and finding a relationship

linking the two variables,.

o being able to formally articulaE.e the relationship used for
calcurating numerical values (e.g., being abre Eo say "Add 3,,

rather than ,'you count three places");
a knowing what

rrEvery time

can and cannot be said in elementary algebra (e. g.

by 3'' cannot be easilyx goes up by 1, y goes up

t.ranslated to an eguat,ion) ; and

o knowing the syntax of algebra (e . g. , ,, x = 3y,, does not mean

I'Start with x, and add 3 to get, y").

The formulation of a general rule for a pattern is not an easy

task. MacGregor and stacey (1993) have found that more pupils
could detect and use a relationship for calculations than could
describe it verbally or algebraicalry. simirarly, Herscovj.cs
(1989) has reported how most pupils tested in a national
assessment in the USA couLd recognize a simple pattern in a table
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of ordered pairs connected by a simple relationship (..g., add

'7) , but that the majority' were unabre to generate the

corresponding algebraic ruLe (".g., y = x + 7) . Others, like

Pegg and Redden (1990), have al-so shown t,hat it is difficult for
pupils to generate algebraic rules from patterns and t,ables.
This inability to formulate a general rure from a perceived

pattern is a major obstacle, because it is the abilit,y to
perceive a relationship and then formulate it algebraically that
is fundamental to being able to use algebra (MacGregor and

Stacey, 1993) .

According to MacGregor and Stacey (1993) pupils are like1y Eo

start of by searching for a recurrence rule that would enable

them t'o predict a number from the value of its predecessor rather
than by searching for a functional relationship linking pairs of
numbers. That is, they are 1ike1y to focus on the difference
between successive values of each variable. Similar observat.ions

have been made by others, for example, pegg and Redden (L990);

orton and orton (1994; t996); et,c. rn fact, orton and orton
(1994 ) made the point that "dif f erencingi' on its own is
inadequate for finding the general ru1e, and that. it often set.s

t.he pupils of on the wrong t,rack. They (ibid.) idenrify ir as an

obstacLe in t.he sense that pupils are unable to express the

universal rule until they are prepared to discard the recursive
pattern.

Most pupils can perceive patterns in tables easily, but few of
them can perceive the functionar rerationship. Many only 'see,
the pattern in one variable at a time. Even amongst those who

may 'see' the functionaL relationship sufficiently crearly to
calculate with it, many cannot express it in their natural
language. Those who cannot express the functional relationship
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in their natural language also cannot write t,he relationship in
the' symbolic code of elementary algebra (MacGregor and Stacey,

1993). on the other hand, a verbar description is often
available to pupils when an algebraic stat.ement is not, (Orton and

orton, 1996). only some of the patterns that pupils so readily
observe in tables are useful in other parts of the questions.

MacGregor and Stacey (1993) reported that one of the most

st.riking f indings of t,heir study of number patt,erns was the
varieEy of patt,erns perceived and t,he large proportion of
generalizations expressed verbally Ehat cannot be expressed in
t.he elementary algebra that pupils are learning. Many of these
patterns, although va1id, are not. helpful and do not lead to an

idea that, can easity be expressed with the algebra t.hat the
pupils are learning (MacGregor and Stacey, 1,993). That is why it
is important. that pupils need to discuss why some paE.terns and

relationships are more useful than others. Teachers must also be

aware of the variety of pat,terns that their pupirs perceive.
According to MacGregor and St.acey (1993) a high success rate

for extending tables indicate that most pupils easily perceive
the recurrence relations, either as a link beE.ween the two

variables ( "Top rowr and "bottom rowr') or as two separate
Sequences (ttTOp rowrr Separate f rOm [bOttOm rOwI ) .

Even the pupils' sometimes immat.ure ways of expressing simple
addition also enjoyed some coverage in the 1iteraEure. For

example, MacGregor and stacey (1993) who noted that pupils will
sometimes express addition as: r'rn between x and y there is fourl
or "There is three numbers missingr' , etc.

Some pupils use one rule for simple calculaEions and another
rule for larger values of variables (MacGregor and stacey, L993;

Orton and Orton, 1994). MacGregor and Stacey(1993) wrote that it
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is likeIy that many pupils do not clearly understand that they
are not applying the same rule to larger numbers, and think that
by using direct proportion t.hey are merely taking a shortcut to
the answer.

MacGregor and St,acey (1993) argrue that the fact that many

pupirs are able to calculate values, but are unabre to write
explanations or algebraic eguations is a clear indicat,ion thereof
that recognizj.ng and articulating the structure of a rel-ationship
is a major stumbling b1ock. one essential prereguisite for using
algebra is that pupils must be able to put their informal
arithmetic knowledge into a formal structure to know, for
example, that doubling ("you plus it by the same number") is the
same as multiplication by t.wo (ibid. ) . MacGregor and stacey
(1993) also argue that pupils who are able to give a correct
verbal description are more 1ike1y to succeed in writing a

correct algebraic rule. That is not to say t.hat the ability to
formulate a correct verbal description wilt guarantee t.he

formulation of a correct algebraic rule. In some of the reported
cases MacGregor and St.acey (ibid.) found that the pupils' verbal
descriptions were noE helpful in providing a basis for clear
thinking about the function and its algebraic representat,ion.

Orton and Orton (1994) also reported a reluctance of pupils to
check their patterns or rures for possible errors. This point.s

at a lack of cognitive awareness on the part of the pupils. Even

in instances where their I'ru1es" obviously do not fit the first
few cases in a sequence, the pupils appear to complet.ery ignore
it. When left undetect.ed, errors like these can become serious
obstacles in the search for a generalized rule (Orton and Orton,

]-996) .

This completes t,he literature review.
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2 6 Suuary

Chapter two reviews select,ed aspects from the literature on

algebra teaching that. are of relevance to t,he generalized number

pat.tern approach to algebra. The chapter starts of with a brief
overview of some of the different, meanings commonly associated

with the concept, "A1gebra, as defined by Ehe context in which it
is used. It goes on t.o claim that. t.he part,icular use of the

variable also has an influence on the conceptualization of
algebra.

A brief overwiew of the history of Algebra and the para1Ie1

evolution of symbolic awareness is included. It. is suggested

that the individual algebra learner, €n route to symbolic

awareness, goes through the same evolutionary stages that algebra

has gone hist.orically, albeit within a much shorter time span.

Some common difficulEies with school Algebra that might be

related to pupilsi difficulties with generalizing algebraically
f rom number pat.t.erns were discussed.

The growing local and int.ernational interest in the

generalized number pattern approach to Algebra trere highlighted;
as well as a proposed teaching met,hodology for introducing
Algebra to pupils via generalized number patterns.

Chapter two concludes with an overview of some of the issues

from the literature concerning pupils' problems with the "seeing"
of a patt.ern and the writing of a ruIe.

In chapter three t.he research met.hodotogy used to collect t.he

dat.a concerning the pupils' cognit.ive processing during their
attempts to generalize from the given number patterns will be

discussed. The focus will be on the three different phases of
the research and the improvements in the clinical interviews as

the research progressed.
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3

CHAPTER 3

RESEARCE METEODOLOGT

1 Adopting the Clinical Interview as a Methodologrical TooI:

RefJ.ections on tty Orrn Approach and E:q>eriences

The main methodological tool that was used to collect, the

data for this research is the clinical interview. This method

of collecting data in the form of verbal reports (Ericsson and

simon, 1980) is currently widely used as by, amongst others,
professionals like doctors, psychologists, educators, and arso
researchers into cognj.tion. All of these people have one thing
in common; an interest in qualitative rat,her than quantitative
data. The c1inical interview is especially well suited for Ehe

coLlection of qualitative data.

One of the major advant.ages of t.he clinical inEerview as a

cognitive assessment device, Ers HunEing and Doig (1995) point
out, is that it allows the data source (the pupil) and the data
analyzer and interpreter (the interviewer) to engage directly in
an interactive mode of communication. As t,he interviewer
conducts an interview, he or she inadvertent,ly also engages in
an active analysis of the interviewee,s responaes. rt is my

belief t.hat this direct, interactive mode of communication
provides the interviewer with a unique opportunity Eo verify,
through skillful probing, the interviewee,s t.houghcs as they are

being processed. This also allows the interviewer t.o trace the
cognitive path of a thought through its sporadic surfacings in
the verbalizations of the interviewee. More Ehan that, the
interviewer can make use of strategic probes to force a thought.

to surface more often, thereby affording himself or herself with
an opportunity to look at it from different angles and hence to
learn more about the cognitive processes behind it. This 1eve1
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of clinicar proficiency does not come easy to the novj_ce

interviewer. piaget (1960) wrote that the clinical method can

only be learned by long practice. Ericsson and simon (19g0)

were able to identify three forms of probing:

1. The instruction to think aloud or talk aloud.. with this Elpe

of instruction the heeded information may be verbal-ized either
through a direct articulation or by a verbar encodi-ng of
information that was originally stored in a nonverbal code.

In this way a direct trace can be obtained of the heeded

information, and hence, an indirect one of the internal stages
of the cognitive process.

2.concurrent probing. The subjects are probed, concurrentry

with their performance of a task, for specific information.
This information is usually of the kind that. they presumably
need to guide their succeeding behavior. Examples include
requests to report. the hypotheses they are using while
attempting to solve a problem.

3. Retrospective verbaTization probing. These are probes used to

collect information from the subjecE after the completion of
the task-induced processes. For example, asking the subject
for a verbal report immediatery after the process has been

completed.

rn this research r have made use of all three kinds of
probing in an attempt to collect as much information about the
subjects' cognitive processing as possible.

The nature of this research effort to illuminate some

cognitive difficulties that standard six and seven pupils at a

typical Cape Flats school experience with the generalized number

pat,tern approach to algebra required the interviews to focus
on the cognitive processes of the pupils from the time of their
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first glance at a pattern to their eventual transition or non-

transition to an algebraic description of the pat,tern. This

demanded a semi-struct,ured approach to the interviews. on the

one hand it had to be structured in order to cover the four main

questions evident in most exercises on number patterns (Booth,

1989), viz. z

(a) finding or rrseeing" the pattern;
(b) describing the patt,ern in words;

(c) recording the pattern rule using appropriate mathematical

symbolism; and

(d) us5.ng the patt.ern to soLve problems more efficiently.
These four questions, in that order, are suggestive of four
developmental stages that the pupil has Eo pass through en ioute

to an algebraic conceptualization of a pattern. Booth (1989)

subsequent.ly suggested that the learner should be exposed to all
four questions in that order; while pegg and Redden (t-990)

sufficed with only t,he first three (see the proposed teaching
methodologry discussed in section 2.4.2) . on the other hand, the
interviews should not. be so rigidly structured that, it resembles

a verbal questionnaire; it should be fixed with respecg t,o the
core questions to be asked, but remain flexible enough to a}low
for creativity on the part of the interwiewee and in depth

probing on the part of the interviewer where necessary. Civil
(1995) wrote:

It is through cognitive conflict and by looking
into st.udentsr rerrorsr that we are most Iike1y
to learn about their t.hinking. Int,erviewing in
mathematics should enable teachers to prod

students, ideas and walk into murky areas.

Shying ahray from these areas may lead to lost
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opportunities for learning for both teacher and

students (p.r5Z).

According to Goldin, De Be1]is, D€ Windt, King, passantino

and Zang (1993) guestioning can be broken up into the following
four stages:

(i) Posing the quest,ion (free problem solving) ;

(ii) Heurist.ic suggestions (if not, spontaneously evident),
e.9., "Can you show me by using some of these materials?,';

(iii) Guided heurist,ic suggestions, €.9., "Do you see a pat.tern

in t.he numbers?"; and

(vi) Exploratory (metacognitive) guestions, €.9., ',Do you think
you could explain how you thought, about the problem?,' .

In order generate as much gualit,ative daEa as possible with each

of the core quest.ions r decided t,hat, where necessary, r would

break Ehe core questions up into some of the st.ages as suggest.ed

by Golden, €t a1. (1993). Where further explicaEion was

necessary, r would supplement my questioning wich deeper probing
to elicit the finer det.ails of the subjecE's cognitive
processing.

A useful sErategy for the interviewer is Eo wait. for a

complete, coherent., verbar e>cpranat.ion; and, if applicabre, a

complete, ext.ernal representation before proceeding with the

next quest.ion (Golden, €t dI., 1993). This exercise in patience

proved to be very difficult for me as a novice inEerviewer

there was of ten the temptation to inEerrupt. t,he inE.erviewee's

explanaLion to clarify something that, dt t.hat. st.age, seemed

unclear or ambiguous. Although clarificat.ion is important and

prompts to effect clarification is necessary, I soon realized
that it should rather be Ief t until af ter t.he int.erviewee has

finished his or her explanati-on. An untimely inE.erruption may
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alter the original line of thought; t.hat is, if it does not

result in a complet,e loss of the original thought. Ericsson and

simon (1980) wrote, I'rnaccurat,e reports are shown to result
from requesting information that was never directly heeded, thus

forcing subjects to infer rather than remember their ment,al

processesri (p.215) .

sometimes it took great effort to restrain myself from

switching to the tut,orial mode of int.erviewing. This can of
course be ascribed to my background as an educat,or. piageE

(1950) commented on the same difficulty when he wrote:

It, is hard not to talk too much when guestioning

a child, especially for a pedagogue. ft is so

hard not to be suggestive (p.20).

However, r did my best not, t,o talk too much and to sE.ick to the
guidelines as discussed above.

The subject.s that were chosen to be interviewed had to give
their consent, first and no-one was interviewed against his or
her wiI1. A sma11 audio tape was used t.o record the interviews
and the subjects were asked for t,heir consent before they were

taped. They were guarant.eed of the confidentiality of the

interviews. The times of the int,erviews were scheduled to suit
the subjects so as to minimize any interruptions t,heir personal

schedules. An quiet, empty classroom was used as t.he venue of
the int.erviews, to provide the subj ects wit.h the comf ort of
familiar territory and to minimize any tensions that may arise
from unfamiliar territory. Durj.ng the int.erviews the interviewer
was seated at a right. angle to the subject, across the corner of
a tabre, in order have a clear view of arI the subject's
writings, calculator work, manipulations of the match sticks in
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the pattern, and other activities. All non-verbal activities
were recorded manually in a set of field notes.

3.2 The Research Plan

This thesis is the resuLt of a developmental research effort
that went through three phases:

o The first phase was regarded as a pilot study aimed at getEing

a cursory overvj-ew of t,he pupils' cognitive react.ions to the

main questions on number patterns, ds described by Booth

(1989), when presented with these in the form of a worksheet..

The focus of attention was the reactions of the st.andard six
group, because this is the standard where symbolic algebra is
first. introduced to pupils in south African schools.

o The second phase widened up t,o include both the standard six

and seven groups and involved an in depth st,udy of these

pupils' cognit,ive processing when they deal with questions

about a number patstern generat.ed from match sticks.
o The third phase also included both the standard six and seven

groups and focused on the cognitive processing involved in
coming to grips with a number pattern arising from a funct,ion

tabIe.

Through this study I hoped to gain some understanding of the

cognitive difficulties that the standard six and seven pupils
experience with the generalized number pattern approach to
algebra.

Phase One: The Worksheet

rn March L996 worksheet.s based on problems leading t.o the

recognition of number patterns and the derivation of generalized
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rules were prepared and distributed to all of the mathematics

students at the Belrville south senior secondary school, a

school sit,uated in t.he city of Berlville. The dif f icult.y 1evel

of the problems varied across st,andards so that higher standards

received more difficult problems than lower standards. No

distinction was made between higher grade and standard grade

students within the same standard group alL of them received
t'he same worksheet. For examples of the worksheet,s given to the
pupils, see appendix I(a)-(e). The worksheet.s were distributed
by the mathematics teachers who were also given the
responsibility of collecting them again after one week.

Teachers were asked to inform t,he students that they could use

what.ever resources they had at, their disposal, including their
peers, but that they should not consult t,heir teachers or other
experts for help. The teachers agreed not to assist, the
students in any way with the solutions. Teachers were also
asked to inform the student.s that some of them might be

interviewed by myself afterwards.

Not all the worksheets were handed out on the same day as

some of the teachers do not, have contact with their classes
every day of the week and others forgot t,o hand ouE the
worksheets and had to be reminded. Neither had arr the
worksheets been returned by the time r went by to collect them

and I had to go back severaL times in an effort to reE.rieve as

many of the worksheets as possible. Many students asked for an

extension of time either because they have not completed, wanted

to review their met.hods, ot have not had time to rook at
worksheet at all. Extension was granted, because the exercise
was extra-curricular and I did not want it to interfere too much

with the normal curricurar activities of the school and,
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besides, I did not want to antagonize the students whom I stil]
needed for further research. Extending t,he time wourd also
enabl-e to collect more of t,he worksheeEs that would otherwise be

lost. Nevertheless, many of the worksheets were never returned
and the students made excuses like : rrr rve losE mine,, or x r
didn't know what to do because we were never taught these sumsrl.

However, the unrecovered worksheets was no major obst,acle as

t,his was only a pilot study to get a general overview of how

pupirs react.ed to a number pattern problem. The act,uar study
would focus on the qualitative data from a few interviews rather
than on the quantitative dat.a from a large number of worksheets.

symbolic algebra in the tradition of x and y is formally

introduced to south African pupils in standard six. That is
why, with the worksheets, the attempts of the standard six group

were given more attention than the ot,hers. Apart from making an

analysis of t.he percentage of correct responses go each of the
questions in the worksheeE, three standard six pupirs were

randomly select.ed to be int,erviewed. The selection was made

from amongst those who handed in their worksheets. rn t.he

selection of t.he interviewees r had to ensure that their
participation would be completely voluntarily. The whole group

was therefore asked for their participation. The purpose of and

procedure for t.he interviews hras explained. Then volunteers
were requested. The time and place of t.he interviews were

arranged with the interviewees at their own convenience well
in advance of the actual interviews. During the interviews of
the first. phase the pupils were supplied with a pencil, a sheet

of paper and a calculator (which was placed within reach); buE.

no match sticks were supplied. The interviews were intended to
elicit some of the cognitive processes and difficult,ies involved
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in the pupils' attempts to answer the questions posed in the
worksheet. As it turned ouL, vaLuable inferences could be drawn

from their responses.

3.ll Phase Two: The Match Stick pattern

This foIlow-up study was also conducted amongst the standard
six and seven pupils of the BellviLle South Senior Secondary

School in ,Ju1y 1996. Three standard six and three standard
seven pupils were selected at random from amongst a number of
volunteers to be interviewed. r hoped that a critical
reflection on my experiences from the first phase would enable

me to improve my research methodology for this second phase.

This time, inst,ead of giving the pupils a worksheet to complet.e

before they htere interviewed, they were interviewed as they
at'tempted to solve a problem on a novel match st.ick patt.ern
(Appendix III). The core questions contained in the worksheeE

of the first phase were also modified slightly in accordance
with my experiences from the first set of interviews.

3.4.1 The Stinulus Ito- One

The stimulus item used as a number pattern generator during
this phase of the investigation (Stimulus rtem one) sras a match

stick pattern adapted from a GEC Examinat,ion item dj-scussed by

Sch6fer (1995). Adopting the terminology of the original irem,
I call-ed the individual match stick constructs in the row
I'patterns. instead of ,figures,'. Reflecting on my use of
terminology afterwards, r felt that it might have Ied to an

ambiguit.y in the understanding of the concepE. of ,'pattern,'. One

interpretation might be that ,'pattern,, refers t.o an isolated
match stick figure from the whole sequence of match st.ick
f igures. This is the sense in which it. was int.ended to be
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3.4

interpreted for the purpose of this study. An art.ernative

interpretation might be that ,,pattern" refers to the whoLe of
the sequence itself. By the time I discovered the ambiguity the

interviews had already been conducted and there was nothing that
r courd do to change the terminology. rn order to dist.inguish
between the different uses of the notion inverted commas will
henceforth be used to indicate the difference. That is,

"pattern" will be used to indicate an individual construct, from

the sequence, and pat,Eern (without the inverted commas) the

whole of sequence itself.
stimulus rtem one was present.ed to the pupils as a physical

model of a match sE.ick patEern, consisting ouE of t.he f irst.
three individual match stick figures making up t.he pattern.
These 'rpatterns. were arranged with the first one right on Eop,

the second one underneath it, the third one underneath the

second one, and so on. rn addition the pupils $rere given a

pict.orial version of the pattern on a sheet cont,aining t.he

drawings of the first t,hree I'patterns'r, each numbered according

to t.heir position in the seguence, e.g., ,pattern 1',, 'rpattern
2", rrpattern 3", etc. See appendix IfI for a sample. Spaces

were left for 'rpattern 4tt and rrpattern 5" with the int.ention of
asking the pupils to draw t,hem j-n af ter they had build them

physicalry. r hoped that this doubre exposure t,o the pat.t.ern

would increase their chances of ',seeing" the pattern.

.2 The Prepared Intervier euestions

As before, a set of core questions for the interview had been

prepared. These questions were intended to:
(a) serve as a set of heuristic guidelines to help the pupirs

discover a general rule for determining the number of matches

in any one of the "patterns, in the row;
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(b) stimulate the formulation of a more succinct expression of
the general rule by using the notation of symbolic algebra;
and

(c) elucidate some aspects of the pupilsr cognitj-ve processing

as they moved along the axis from the ',seeing" of Ehe pattern
to t,he writing of a ru1e.

The interviewees were not given a copy of the guesEions these

were kept on a separat,e sheet of paper for the attention of Ehe

interviewer on1y. These prepared guestions would form the core
around which other questions and prompEs would be struct.ured to
elucidate the finer details of the pupils' cognj-tive processing

as they dealt with it. The core guestions were:

1. Can you build the fourth rpaEtern,'?

2. How many match sticks do you think you will need for Ehe

f if th rpattern,l?

3. How many mat,ch sticks would you need for the SOth ,'pattern"?

4. Describe, in your own words, a rule that you can use to find
the number of match sticks in any one of the'rpatterns,,.

5. Try to write your rure by using t,he symbolic notat.ion of
mathematics.

6 - which of the following symbolic rules can be used to find the
number of match sticks in any of the "patt.erns',?
(i) 5 + 4(n - 1)

(ii) 1 + 4n

(iii) 5n - 1

(iv) 1+3n+n

3.4.3 The Intervier Qgestions Revisited

The core questions for the interviews of the second phase

were structured differently from the questions in the worksheet

of the first phase in a number of ways. A reflection on the
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responses to the quesE,ions posed in the worksheet and during the

interviews about the worksheet reveaLed a number of weaknesses.

What follows is a brief discussion of what I perceived to be

weaknesses in the quesEioning and how f tried to improve on them:

o The table completion exercise was left out because it appeared

to cue pupils towards what Boot,h (1989) calls a "building on

f rom the term before approach,' (p. L3 ) . This approach of t,en

prevents pupils from discovering a functional relationship
which connects the position of the ,pattern, in the seqluence

with the number of mat.ches out of which it consists.
o The first. quest,ion that was to be asked, ncan you build the 4.h

rpatEernr ?rr , was a deliberat.e suggestion t,o physically build
the "pattern" with match st,icks. With the take-home worksheet

it was practically impossible to supply all the pupils with
match sticks. Now it $ras possible to have match sticks
available during the interviews and a box of match st,icks was

always available and well within sight and reach of the
interrriewee,' toget.her wit.h t,he other aids like pencirs, paper

and a calculator. According to Reynolds and Wheatley (1994)

pupils use these materials not only to symbolize and explain
the pat.terns and relationships they had constructed, buE also
reflexively to eraborat.e on their schemes. Booth (19g9)

claimed that some students may find the process of pattern-
finding and recording easier if the situations embodying the
paE.tern are more concrete and obvious. For t.his reason

physical constructions of the first three match sE,ick patterns
were build and shown to t.he interviewees who were then
encouraged to carry on by building the 4'h and 5.hlrpat.terns',.

o rn the second quest.ion, the 5'h rpattern" thaE, was asked for
follows directly af ter Ehe 4th l,pattern,r; which the pupil
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presumably woul-d have buiLt by the time the guestion is asked.

This is unlike quest,ion 2 (a) of the worksheet. where the 17Eh

figure do not fol-Iow directly after the 6'h figure, which is the
last one in t,he tabIe. The intention was to make it, easier for
the st,udent, in the absence of a tabIe, to notice that four
match sticks have t.o be added every time to make up the next
rrpattern" in the sequence.

The third question corresponded with question 2(b) in the
worksheet in the sense t.hat it will also lead t,o a long and

tedious search t,o exhaustion in the absence a workable ru1e.

This t)Pe of guestion is intended to encourage the formulation
of a generalized rule for computj.ng the number of mat.ch sticks
in any one I'pattern" in the row. At first the question was

about the number of matches in the go'h ,pat.t,ernr', but this was

subsequently changed to the g3'd ,pattern,r. The reason for the
change was that. some pupils who were interviewed,, once they had

found the number of matches in a factor of g0, would tend to
over-generalize. That is, they would simply assume that by

adding up the number of matches in the correcL number of
f actors they could f ind the number of matches in t.he go.h

rrpatternrl . For exampre, if there are 4l mat,ches in the lo.h
rrpattern" (10 being a factor of go), then the pupil would add

up 4L eight times and conclude that Ehe SOth ,,pattern,r consists
of 328 matches. This over-generalization sets t.he pupirs off
on the wrong track and often precludes the discovery of a valid
generalized rure. rn an attempt to avoid this over-
generalization, r changed from asking for the number of matches

in the Soth 'lpatt.ern']t to asking for the number of matches in the
83'd one 83 being a prime number with only two fact.ors: one

and itself.
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The fourth question was intended to elicit a verbal description
of a generalized rule for finding the number of match sticks in
any one of the "pat,terns, presuming t.hat such a rure had

already been discovered. one of the more serious shortcomings

of the worksheet of the first phase is that it neglecEs to ask,

explicitly, for a verbal description of a generalized ruIe. By

e>plicitry asking for such a verbar description r hoped to:
(a) f ind out more about the pupil's own percept,ion of the

pattern; and

(b) assist the pupil in the formulat.ion of a symbolic version

of the rule which I hoped would come easier after a verbal

deseription had been formulated.

The fifth question asked the pupit to make use of the symbolic
not,ation of mat,hematics to formulate a symbolic version of the
generalized ru1e. Evidence of the different interpretat.ions of
t.he meaning of the n-t,h f igure in t,he worksheet (see the

discussion of quest,ion 3 ) prompted a ref ormuratrion of t.his
question. This time any reference t.o t.he n-th figure was left.

out of the question. r arso fert t,hat asking the pupil to

"appIy this formula to the n-th figure" wourd restrict him or

her to use n as a symbol for the variable leavj_ng them no

freedom of choice as to what they would like to use as a symbol

to represent the variable.

The question prompting the application of the symbolic rule to
obt,ain the position of the figure in the row when the number

of matches out of whieh it consists is given (question 4 in
t.he worksheet) was left out. There are various reasons for
omitting this question. Firstly, it would require of the

interviewee to formulate an algebraic equation, make a
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substitution, and solve the equation for the unknown. The

first requirement is what, the fifth question asked for
formulating an algebraic equation so t,here was no need to
ask for it again. The second requirement invorves the
substitution of a numerical value into an algebraic eguation
where the dependent variable had become the independent

variable and vice versa. That is, whereas the number of match

sticks was always the dependent variable and t,he position of
the rpatt.ern" in the sequence the independent variabre, in
this quest,ion they switch rores. rt, might confuse the pupil
if he or she is expected Eo cope with the role switching at a

too early stage of concept formation. Besides, this issue was

never intended to be part of this investigation, but should be

a worthwhile research guestion to explore. A separaEe

question was designed to investigate the t,hird reguirement.

the ability to algebraically manipulate an expression. This
involved posing the pupir with the t.ask of finding Ehe correct,
symbolic representation from amongst a number of alternatives.
A question that focused on the ability to identify different
ways of representing the pattern symbolicalry was added to the
list. This quest.i-on would be presented to t.he interviewees as

a number of alternative symbolic represent,ations f or t.he

generarized rure on a sheet of paper. They wourd then be

asked to verify which of the representations are varid and

which are not. one of the symbolic arternaEives given was

deliberately designed to work only for t.he first ,'pattern,' in
the seqfuence. The idea behind this was to find out whether

the pupils actually verified t.heir algebraic representations
by checking against terms other than the firsc one in the
seqluence.
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3.5 Phase Three: The E\rnction Table

The third phase followed soon after the second one. In
August 1995 three standard six and three standard seven pupils,
also of the BeI1vi1Ie South Senior Secondary Schoo1, were

interviewed. As before, the interviewees were selected from a

group of volunteers,' a set of core questions were prepared in
advance; appropriate times and venues for the j.nterviews were

arranged, etc. The major difference between t.he Ehird phase and

the second one was the interview problem.

3.5.1 The Stirlu].us lto'n Tro

For the t,hird phase of the invest.igation the number pattern
generat.or was a function table (Stimulus ftem Two) . See

appendix v. The pupils were told E.hat it (the funct,ion table)
works like a computer that uses the numbers in the,'top row,Eo
generate the numbers in the "bottom rowr'. Not.e that "top rowll

and I'bottom rohl, were used instead of x and y t,o indicat.e the

independent and the dependent variable respectively. The reason
for this use of terminology was that f did not want to impose my

own choice of symbols on the pupils. This is in rine with
Reynolds and wheatley's (1994) suggestion t.hat pupils should be

encouraged to express mathematical relationships in their own

meaningful ways rather than having symbolizations imposed on

them. By inventing their own symbols to represent the
quantities t.he pupils :

1. would see that there is no pre-set convent.ions guiding the

choice of "letters' to represent the variable, and

2. that their symbolic version of the rule would have that
personal touch, which would give it. that extra significance.

This should cont.ribute towards the meaning-making process in
Algebra.
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3 .5.2 lhe Prepared Interview euestions

The structure of the core questions for the interviews of
this third phase of the investigation was in essence the same as

that used for the second phase. The core questions that would

be asked were:

L. Can you fi1l in the rbottom rowtr values for 5 and G in the
t,top rowtt?

2- What do you think will be the value in the rbottom row', if
You have 80 in the t'top rowr'?

3. Describe, in your own words, a rure that. can be used to find
the nbottom number" if the "top numberr is known.

4- Try to wrj-te down your rule by using the symbolic notation of
mathemat,ics.

5. Which of the following symbolic rules could be used to find
the rbottom numberr from the ',top number,'?

(i) n + (2n - 1)

(ii) 3n - L

(iii) 2 + 3(n - 1)

(iv) 4n - 2

These core questions were supplemented with additional questions
of clarj-fication and probes as discussed above.

As before t,he interviews were audio-taped with the consent of
the interviewees and supplementary field notes were taken t.o

record non-verbal actions.

.6 Sumnary

In this chapter an account is given of how the clinical
interview was used as the dominant research methodology to
collect data about the cognitive difficulties that pupils
experience when they have to generalize from number patterns.
The t)T)es of guestions that were used during Ehe interviews were

3
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discussed in det,ail; as well as how the questioning had improved

as a result of the continuous reflection on result,s they
produced. Three distinct phases in the research were identified
and discussed. The first phase involved take-home worksheet.s for
all the standards. These all the pupils in t,he entire
Mathematics Department were required to complete. Interviews
were afterwards conducted with three pupils from the standard six
grouP. For second and t.hird phases the stimuLus items were a

physically construct.ed match stick pattern and a funct.ion table
respectively. Interviews were conduct.ed with three st,andard six
and three standard seven pupils as they at,tempted to sorve
problems based on the st.imulus it.ems in each of the second and

the third phases. FuIl lists of the core questions for t.he

interviews of the second and third phases have been supplied
In chapter four Ehe data collected during t.he inEerviews will

be discussed. Special emphasis will be placed on Ehe cognitive
difficulties that. standard six and seven pupils experience when

they have to generalize algebraically f rom a number pat,t.ern.

-o0o-
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4

4

4 1

CHAPTER 4

REST'LTS A}ID DISCUSSION

1 Phase One: The lforksheet

1 fhe probJ.eu of retrieving ttre rorksheets

Despite of a number of extensions of the deadline in order to
alIow as many pupils as possible t,o hand in their worksheets, not
all t,he worksheeE,s were returned. Tabre 1.1 gives an indication
of the percentage of worksheets returned per standard group.

Table 7 - 7 : Percea Eage of workaheete retumed per eEaadard, group

As table 1.L shows, there was a signi.ficant variat.ion in the
percentage return of the worksheets across the standard groups.

The lowest percentage return (less than half of the worksheets)

was in standard nine. A deeper investigation into the underlying
reasons for the variation in percentage ret.urn across the
standard groups mighE render varuable insights into, for example,

the pupilsr changing attitude towards mathematics assignments

across the different standards. Such an investigation, however,

falts outside of the scope of this part.icular research effort..

St.andard Number of
pupils

Number of

worksheets

returned

Percentage of

worksheets

returned
6 58 48 82,8

7 155 89 57 ,4

8 59 35 5L,0

9 41, 20 48, 8

10 28 22 78,6
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4.L.2 Soue details of the standard six group

Some of the det,ails of the group of standard six pupils are

provided in table 1.2 as a gauge of how representative they might

be of the typical standard six group at any cape Frats schoor.

Table 7.2 : Detaila of the staEdard sLx group (n = Sl)

Passed

mat,hs in
standard 5

First. year

Ln

st,andard 5

RepeaEing

standard 6

Want to do

mat,hs till

standard 10

Boys 28 22 7 t4

GirIs 22 18 4 t5

Tot,al 50 40 1l_ 30

By the time the data for tabre 1.2 was corlected, in
September 1996, seven pupils in standard six had already dropped

out of school (cf . table L.1). A high drop-out rate, especj-al1y

in standard six and seven, is not. uncommon in schools on the Cape

FIats.

4.1.3 Discussion of the questions in ttre rorksheet

For a copy of the st,andard six worksheet, see appendix I(a).
Tab1e 1.3 provides a summary of how the standard six pupils
performed in each of the questions of the worksheet. Only the

worksheets that were retrieved were used in the calculation of
the percentages. In this case 48 worksheets were retrieved out

of the 58 that were handed out (see table L.1) .
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Table 7.3 Sumary of t.he star'dard aix group, a perfomance OD

the qrreatioaa of the workeheet (a = 4g)

ouegtion 1 seems to have posed no particular problems. Ar1

of the respondents filled in the table of which 97,9* were able
Eo provide the correct answers. This guestion could easily be

sorved by spotting a recurrence rule, i.€., thaE, by adding on

three matches to number of matches in the last figure one would
get the number of matches in t,he following one.

Oues 2 (al was slightly more difficulc; it was solved by

only 66,72 of the respondents. This question could be solved by

continuing the recurrence rule of adding on three every time tiII
the seventeenth figure. However, doing so wourd require one Eo

keep careful track of one,s progress through the sequence of
figures up to the seventeenth one. This already strongly
suggests a functional relationship beE.ween the position of the
figure in t,he sequence and the number of matches out of which it
consists.

Oueetion 2 (b) can also be solved by continuing the recurrence

rule of adding on t.hree every time tilI the fifty-seventh fig,ure,
but the process is much more exhaustive and even more suggestive
of the need for a generalized method. When compared Eo question
4, for which more than half of the pupils had found the correct

Question

1

Question

2 (a\

Quest.ion

2 (b)

Question

3

Question

4

Correct g'7 , gz 55,72 33,3? 20 ,82 52,12

Wrong 2,lZ 3L,22 64,62 72,92 43,7?

Not

answered

0? 2 r]-? 2,lZ 6 ,3* 4,22
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solution, it comes as a surprise that only a third of Ehe pupils
were able to f ind the solution of question 2 (b) . And 2 (b) is
supposed to be an easier question! Perhaps when one is using the

"adding ontr strategry, the t,ask of f inding the position of the
figure made up of 98 matches (32nd figrure) is easier than finding
the number of matches in the S7t.h f igrure.

ouestion 3 proved to be the most difficult one, with only

20,82 of the respondents being able to solve it. This question
is in fact where t.he link between number patterns and symbolic
algebra must be made. If number patterns is to be considered as

a meaningful alternative for the tradit.ional mode of inEroducing
algebra via exercises in the manipulation of meaningless symbols,

then the problems surroundj-ng this question needs to be

t.horoughly investigaE,ed and addressed.

Oueetioa 4 was solved by 52,12 of the respondents, but almost

all of them responded by writing only the answer, without any

calculation or explanat.ion to substant,iate it. This made it. very
difficult, if not impossible, to make any inferences about. the
methods that they used to find the answer. perhaps this is just.

another manifestation of the pupils' fixation with earlier
arithmetic frameworks where a single-term answer is the thing to
90 for. I hoped that the interviews would provide me with more

informat.ion about their reactions to this question.

{.1.4 Discussion of the interviews coneerning ttre rorksheet

The worksheet was subsequentty followed up by conducting
three interviews with three pupils that, were selected at random

from amongst the group of interview volunteers in standard six.
The purpose of the int.erviews was to gather more data about the
pupils strategies and the difficultj-es that they have experienced
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with the questions in the worksheet. The following volunteers
were interviewed:

(a) Gerard: 13 years ord, ma1e, and a first language speaker;
(b) Tracy: 13 years oId, female, and a first, language speaker,. and

(c) selIo: 13 years oId, male, and a second language speaker.

Not,e that these are not the pupils' true names. The names

had been changed to conserve t,he confidentiality agreed upon

prior to t,he interviews.

First, language speakers, ds they are referred to here, are
pupils who are taught and were interviewed in their mother

tongue, which is English. second language speakers do not have

English as their mother tongue, for example, serro who speaks

Xhosa at home. At school he is taught in English and he was also
interviewed in English.

rn the transcripts the following abbreviations and

conventions will be used:

I for interviewer;
c for Gera1d (the f irst lett.er of t,he pupil's name) ; and

to indicate a pause of more than two seconds.

For a ful1 transcript of the interview with seI}o, see appendix

rr. This transcript was select,ed as an appendix because the
interviewee is a second language speaker and one is thus tempted

to anticipate communication problems. I thought the reader would

find it interesting to see how a second language speaker copes

with an interview of this kind. The transcript also reveals an

interesting interpretation of t.he meaning of the lett.er n as it

is used in t.he n-th f igure.

In this discussion of t,he interview responses I will focus on

the questions one-by-one in the order in which t,hey appear in the
worksheet.
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oueat,Lon 1 required of the pupil to fill in the given table

by writing in the numbers of maEches for the 4tn, 5Eh and G.h figure
in the sequence. The high percentage of correct answers (97,92)

ind'icates that this question did not pose much difficulties.
what the high percentage of correct answers does not show,

however, is whether the intended development of a functional
relat'ionship between the position of the figure in Ehe seqluence

and the number of matches out of which it consists is indeed

achieved. The interviews that were subsequently conducted seem

to provide evidence to the contrary. ThaE is, instead of
developing the intended functional rerationship, pupirs are

1ike1y to develop t.heir own strategies based on the $ray t,hey

perceive t.he patt.ern.

Amongst, the sample of three pupils that were interviewed, one

of them described how he fiIIed in the table by "adding three
every timerrto find the next number. This pupir, Gerald (tg

years old; std.6), described his method as follows:
1) r: what. did you have in mind with number one? r see you have

drawn four f ig"ures.

2) G: Every time r add three sir... rt is onlv the botEom Ehree

that act.uaIIv count.s... so... so r just count.ed them alr up

sir.. - r figured it out... r was drawinq evervt.hinq so r

said this is too difficult. . . so il d rather use the

carculator to plus every time. . . that,s how r got t73 and

53.

3) I: You used a calculator for t.hat...?
4) G: Yes sir.
5) f: Where did you start first of aII?
6) G: By drawing it sir... by adding three every time.
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1l-) I: Why didn't you go further than the fourEh one?

]-2). G: r donrt know sir r just. Iooked here... then r saw four and

r didn't know that r must do five and six sir. r just
done until four there sir.

13) I: And then what happened aft.er that?
14) G: so every time r only added three... whore time sir... and

then try to qet. to vour answer.

Gerald, apparently after having drawn the first four figures,
discovered that by adding three matches to the bot,tom of a figure
the next one could be made up. He says, ,,rt's only the bottom

three that actually counts...', (Iine 2) . Aft,er having made this
discovery, and realizing that drawing arI the figures can be an

exhaustive exercise, he abandoned the drawing of Ehe figures
altogether, " r was drawing everything so r said this is to
dif f icuIt. . .', (Iine 2) . Instead he opE.ed for the strategy of
adding on the difference of three beEween successive terms, ',So

every time r only added three... whole time sir... and then t.ry
to geE to your answer', (Iine L4 ) . At. a Later stage in the
interview it was discovered t,hat. it, took him more than four
drawings to make his discovery ISee t.he earlier discussion of
guestion 2(a)). Instead of discovering a functional relationship
Gerald had discovered a recurrence rule t.hat he was able to use

successfully.

rn a number of the retrieved worksheets, however, all six of
the figures were drawn in fuII. One of the j-nterviewees who did
this, selIo (:-s years otd; std.6) , explained why he drew t.hem

all:

L) r: r see you drew a number of figures for number one (j.e.,

question 7). What was your plans with that?

2) S: I did Ehat to get the answer guickly.
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3)

4)

s)

6)

I: Okay, and did it help you?

S: Yes it did help me... to get the answer.

I: How did you get the answer from the picture?

S: It says to me I must jusE do it.... E,hen I just do it...
t,eIIs me the answer to the... I forgot now... What is
answer?

ir
the

7) r: You can have a look at your answer if it will herp you.

(Hands the pupiT,s worksheet back to him)

8) S: Sir can you... I must...
(PupiJ reads out guestion 2(a) aToud)

9) S: Sir again you must find h,ay to work out how many matches

you are going to need to make up t,he picture. . .

L0) r: okay... so you actually drew some of the figures r see...
and then? From there... what did you do then?

Ll') s: r just. drew the pictures... and r get, the answers.

l2l I: How did you get the answers from that?
L3) s: r just drew the pictures and after r drew it.... it says r

mrrel- rlr=ur l- ha ni al-rrrae l-n from five tot- .arr T An ir-

six than I do it... from five to six... then I get the
answers.

14) I: Did you count each of the matches?

l-5) S: Yes. yes. . .

From the response: ".. . it says r must draw the pictures to
six than r do it..." (line l-3), it seems as if the pupil sees the

drawings given in the worksheet as a suggestion that Ehe other
figures in the table should also be drawn. Although Se11o did
not spontaneously admit that he counted the matches in the drawn

figures, he confirmed this after being directly asked about it
(lines 14-L5) . His almost impat.ient response (line 15) shows

that he must have considered the counting of the mat.ches in the
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drawn figures so obvious, almost trivial, that it was not even

worth mentioning. This phenomenon of drawing and counting is
evident in the work of a number of other pupils who also drew all
the figures in the row some ti]I the seventeenth one. None

were found to have drawn only the figure in question always

including the whole row of preceding figures. r neglect.ed to
prompt them to find out why, e.g., ',why didn't you only draw the

seventeent,h f igrrre? i' . Ref lecting upon that now, r think that it
could be explained in terms of the pupils' perception that one

would have t.o know the number of matches in t.he sixteenth figure
so that orie can add three matches to it to form the seventeenth

figure. But, Iikewise, t.he number of matches in the sixteenth
figure depends upon Ehe number of matches in the fifteenth
figure, and so on. once again the recurrence rule, linking the
number of matches in a figure to its predecessor, was used;

albeit disguised in the pupil,s drawings.

Another interviewee, Tracy (rg years ord; st,d. 5 ) , on t.he

other hand, completely ignored the diagrams and focused on the
table only:

l-) r: Perhaps you'd like to terl me what... how you did the first
one.

2) T: The one over here(points at question l)?

3) I: Uhm. . .

4) T: Just add three every time.

5) I: How did you know t.o do that?

5) T: Five... three... You must add three over there to get

eight... and eight plus three to get ereven... eleven prus

t.hree to get fourteen. . . f ourteen plus three t.o get

seventeen.
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7) r: Right... uhm... when you did that, did you look at the
pictures or did you look dt the table?

8) T: At, the tabIe.

9) r: so you never had a look at, t,he pictures actualry?
10) T: No.

Both Tracy and Gerald used the same strateg'y a recurrence
rule of adding on the difference between successive terms.

Note that Gerald developed his strategy from an analysis of the
drawings of the figures; whereas Tracy developed hers from an

analysis of the numbers in the tab1e.

Differencing might be a viabre strategy for finding the
number of matches in the first few figures in the aequence, but
it becomes a tedious and exhaustive process for figures furt.her
down the sequence. And the more exhaustive the process becomes,

the more prone to mistakes it becomes. once the pupils had

discovered a recurrence rule that works, they do not, search for
any alternative rule that might be easier to apply and t.hat are
Iess 1ikeIy to result in errors. In t,his way the discovery of a

functional relationship is precluded even before t.he search has

started.

Oueeti 2 (a) required of the pupils t,o f ind t.he number of

matches in the seventeenth figure in the sequence. As before,
the pupils invented their own strat.egies. rn the three
interviews at. leasE. two different strategies were evident:
(1) Draw arL the figrures from the firet, one rigbt up tsiIr the

Eeventeenth one and thea courc,t, the nuober of matchee ia tbe

geventeenth one.

The sequence of figures up tiII the seventeenth one, although
Eedious to draw and count, was still within the tolerance 1eveI
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of most pupils. Gerald (rg years oId; std.G) explained his use

of the strategy as folLows:

15) r: And how did you get the seventeenEh one... using a

calculator?
(?he interviewer's mentioning of a cal-cuTator shouTd. not be

interpreted as a suggestion; rather as a verification of the

pupiT' s earlier ref erence (line 3 ) to a cajculator . Besid.es,

this is a retrospective probe the task had been completed)

15)

]-7)

18)

(c.

1e) r

20) c

G: No... I drawed it up.

I: You drew a figure?

G: I drew it... every time I
scratches in schooT bag and

added three...
takes out drawings on a piece of

scratch paper.)

Wow! What is this?
There r qot mv seventeenth fiqure... r drawed it up sir.

l-hat l-imc T mrrct- add l-hraa and t,hat is why I
started using a calculator.

2L) r: so you only went up t.o the seventeent.h one and t.hen you

didn't go further than that?
22) G: Yes... and t,hen I started using a calculator.

From this explanation it seems that the pupil had to draw all
the f igures and count each one ,s number of mat.ches, t.i1r E.he

seventeenth figure, before he realized that. the number of matches

in a figrure can be found by simply adding three t.o t,he number of
matches in the preceding one (line 20) . This comes as a

surprise, because, judging from the drawings of t,he four figures
in the worksheet and his earlier responses (see the earlier
discussion of guestion f-, lines: 2, L2 and 14), it appeared at
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first that he discovered his rule of differencing after having

only drawn t,he first four figures in the row. As it turned out

now, not all his writ,ten efforts were handed in with the

worksheet,. some of it, he kept aside, not even mentioning it
until he needed it to substantiate an explanat.ion.

As it, turned out, seI1o (rg years oId; std.6) did the same;

also keeping his drawings of the figures up tiII the seventeent,h

one aside and not, handing it in with his worksheet. This is how

I found out about, it:
16) r: For number two they want t.he number of maEches in the

seventeenth figure... Now r don't see that you drew the

seventeenth figure... How did you do it then?

t7) s: r drew it in another book... in anot,her book... r didn't
think I must do it to this page.

18) r: Now can you teII me what, you did in thaE. book... because r

can't see it,.
19) s: r just did the pictures... then r get the answer... The

anshrer was f if ty-three.
The tendency of pupils to exclude some of their "workings"

from present.at,ion is an interesting phenomenon not exclusive to
this part.icular worksheet experience. It is not uncommon Eo see

pupils doing the bulk of their calculat.ions in the classroom on

scrap paper before copying a ,watered-down" version of the

solutions int.o their books sometimes excluding the gist of a

solution itself. This phenomenon could be ascribed to a fixation
in crassrooms with elegant, textbook-Iike solutions.
(21 cor:nting on from the laet figrrre in the tsabre adding three

every time up until the eeventeenth figrrre.

Tracy (rg years o1d; std.6) exprained her use of this
st,raE.egry as follows:
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11) I: Okay, fine... and number two?

1'2) T: Actually r tried it, out by rike just adding... three every

time.

13) f: Can you explain more... what did you do?

L4) T: I added three...
15) I: Three to what now?

16) T: Every time r just added three to every answer r get.
17) I: Where did you st,art?

18) T: At twenty, because I got my sixt,h one.

L9) I: Okay. . .

20) T: And then r moved on until r got. my seventeenth one.

This is an example of the use of "adding on,' which, according
to Orton and Orton (1994) is on its own inadeguate for finding
the universal rule and often sets the problem solvers off on the
wrong track. By "adding on, every Eime the problem solver often
misses t.he opportunity to discover a functional relationship
bet'ween the number of matches in a figrure and its position in the
sequence

From the responses in the worksheet anot.her strateg,y was

apparent , viz. , the use of the arithmetic calculation 17 x 3 + 2

t,o find the answer. However, none of the interviewee volunt.eers

had used this method, and an opportunity was lost to further
investigate the cognitive processing beyond the response.

Ouest 2 (bl reguired the pupil to find the number of

matches in the fifty-seventh figure in the row. The strategiy of

"adding on" wilt work here, but reguires an even longer and more

tedious calculat.ion than for the seventeenth figure. One third
of the pupils managed to find the correct answer, pr€sumably

using t,he "ddding sntt strateg'y.

Tracy (rg years ord; sEd.6) confirmed t.his presumption:
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25) I: Okay that I understand (referring to her etqtTanation for

2(a) )... and r.hen 2(b)?

26) T: I pracE,ically did the same... it's just that!
Oueetion 3 required the statement of a general ruLe to work

out the number of matches in any figure in terms of n. The 2o,g?

of the soLutions that were correct were all from one particular
class arising suspicion that. not all of the pupils might have

genuinely come up with the correct solution. The possibility
that this group of pupils might have received help from a tutor
or some ot,her expert could not, be ruled out. on the other hand,

it is also quite possible that for some of them, if not for arr,
the solution might be their own. One pupil might have arrived at
the answer and shared it with the others. The method of
assessment by t,ake-home assignment makes it dif f iculE t.o te1l.

There were four different types of responses to t,his guestion
in the worksheet:

(1) A nunber of pupila e:qrresaed the rfomular aB aD, aritbmetic

operation. For example , 26 + J = 29. At first, r could not

explain why they did this, buE it soon became clear when r came

across two written responses stating that: nThe ninth figure in
the row is equal to 29 matches,'. Then it dawned t.o me that t.he

pupils thought that the n-t.h figure was the njnch figure. They

obviously thoughc of the n as a first, letter abbreviation for the

word nine. None of them, however, used other values for n like

nineteen; ninety; ninety-nine; nine-hundred; eEc.

Another exampre of an arithmet.ic operation was:3 + 3 + g =

This appeared to be a crude attempt to explain, by means of
example of the third figure given in pictorial form in

11.

t.he

the
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worksheet, how t,he number of matches in a figure can be found by

grouping the matches and then adding the groups.

None of the interviewee volunteers had responded in any one of
these ways and again an opportunity was lost to further
investigate the cognitive processing beyond the arithmetic
operational responses.

(21 sone pupils orpreaeed tb,e nforuuran aB trAdd three every

tiuer. This crude rule, which does not, even specify to what the

three should be added every time, is probably their attempt to
describe recurrence rule used for the long and tedj-ous process of
adding t,hree every time Li1r, after the correct number of
additions, the number of matches in a particular figure is found.

Although the process of "adding three every time, was mentioned

during the interviews, none of the interviewees act.uaIly wrot,e it,
down as a response to E,he question in the worksheet.
(3) oary 35,4t of tshe pupils atstempted a ayoboric nformuran. of

the pupils who attempted written symbolic ru1e , SB,2Z wrote ,r7 x

3 + 2" i the rest wrot.e "r2 + 3,, . These were t.he only written

attempts of formulat.ing a symbolic rule.
ey writing r'.n + 3n the pupir reveals that he or she does not

yet realize the meaning of the variable n and how it is related

to the number of the figure. The variable n is interpreted as

the number of matches in any one figure, in which case n + 3 must

be the number of matches in the consecut,ive figure. This seems

to be a direct translation of the rule to',add three every timen

into symbolic form. what it. reveals, however, is that the pupil
does not yet perceive connection between the variable n and the

position of the figure in the sequence. rnst,ead, Ehey have a
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rather episodic perception of the pattern, focusing on two

figures at a time. That, is, on obtaining the number of matches

in any particular figure by adding three to the number of matches

in the one immediatety preceding it, in the sequence.

The pupils who wrote ,'r7. x 3 + 2,, appear to have succeeded in

connecting the variable n t,o the posit.ion of the figrure in the

sequence, and have subsequently discovered a viable functional
relationship between the number of matches in a figrure and its
position in the sequence. None of the interviewee volunteers
were able to come up with one of these symbolic versions of a

general ruIe. None of the pupils interviewed used this method.

(4) some pupile viewed the nDD in the a-tb figure as r?r iuitial

letter abbreviatioa. These incruded Tracy (13 years o1d; std.6)

who e>q>lained herself as follows:
3L) r: Letrs go to number three... Now there they say you musE

work out something that will give you the n-t,h figure...
Do you know what the n-th figure is?

32) T: The ninth fiqure.
33) I: The ninth figure?

34) T: Yes.

35) I: Why you say ninth figure?
35) T: I think so!

37) I: But why?

38) T: Ain't. it the ninth figure!... Sir for what does ,,r1,, stand?

39) I: Oh so you t.hought that ,r1,, stands for nine?

40) T: Yes that,s what I E,hought.

Tracy's writt.en response to question 3 was 26 + 3, which she

explained as follows:

45) T: f thought the sixt,h one was already t,wenty...
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47]' I: Right,. . .

48) T: And then I started counting...
49\ I : So the sevent,h one wi1l be. . . ?

50) T: Twenty-three... and then twenty-six.
so her written response makes perfect sense when it is

explained in t,erms of her interpretation of the letter n as a

first-letter abbreviation for the word nine.

Se11o(13 years oId; std.6), on the other hand, did not even

attempt a written solut.ion. He explained why:

2l) r: And number three (referring to question 3 in the

worksheet)...?

22) S: I didn't do it.
23) I: Do you understand the question?

24) S: Yes I do understand the question.

25) I: What does it say?

26') s: rt says r must do the pictures to... to northwards... but
f didn,t do it.

27) I: To what?

28) S: To northwards.

29) r: what do you think is the meaning of this 1itt1e part here

that says rrn-thrr?

30) S: I didn't know

31) I: What did you rhink it was?

32) S: I t.hink it is to north.

3e) r:
40) s:

4r-) r:
42) S:

Do you think that's possible?

No.

Why not.?

Because in maths you don't use north.
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Sello int'erpreted the Let.ter n as a first-letter abbreviation

for the word ,northwards,, (lines 26 and 2g). He explained that

he did not answer the quesEion ,Because in maths you don,t use

northr (Iine 42). (There are probably as many interpretations of

the meaning of the Tetter n as there are words starting with the

Letter n. )

oueEtLon 4 required Ehe pupil to work out the posit,ion of an

unknown figure in the sequence; given t,he condition that it
consists out of 98 matches. Most of the pupils who found the
correct answer just wrote it. down as 32, without any calculation
or explanation to substantiate. Presumably they had extended the

table unt.iI they reached 98 matches in t.he bottom row and then

found that it corresponded with the 32"d figrure in the Eop row.

Again this could not be verified in the int.erviews as none of the
interviewee volunteers had at,tempted to answer the questj.on.

Two pupils did the following calculati-ons: 9g - 2 = 96,

followed by 96 + 3 - 32. They apparent,ly understood that their
initial arit,hmetic operations on the number of t.he f igure, to
obtain the number of matches out of which it consists, had Eo be

reversed to obtain the number of the figure again. rn fact, this
indicates that they can actualIy,,see,,the pattern, but are

unable t.o represent and manipulate it algebraically.
Two more pupils wrote: n x 3 + 2 = 99, but did not attempt

to solve the equation for n. These pupils tirere successful in

ident.ifying the relationship of egualiEy and in setting up an

algebraic equation,- but they did not possess the algebraic
manipulative skills to foIlow t.he calculaEion through and solve

the eguation for n.
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of t,he pupils who responded t.o the third guestion by writing
the t'formula, as 5 + 3 + 3 - 11, most responded to the fourEh

question by writing: 98 - 5 + J = 31. This revealed a serious
problem with the structure of Ehe e:q>ression, i.e., that they do

not know that certain arithmetical operations enjoy precedence

over others and that the operations in an expression are not

necessarily carried out f rom l-ef t to right. In t,heir e>cpression,

for example, division should enjoy precedence over subtract,ion,
and hence the order of the operat,ions are not from l-eft to right
as they seem to suggest. The use of brackets would have been a

valuable aid in this case.

4.2 Phase Tro: fhe Match Stick pattern

.1 Some Detai1s of ttre Interviewees

rn the serection of interviewees for this phase, r tried to
choose pupils from the higher, middle and lower mathemat.ical

ability range ( judged by t,heir performance j-n the ,June : 996

examination) in each standard group. This was done in an attempt,

to make the sample of int.erviewees as representative as possible;
and, knowing very well that pupirs' performance in tests and

examinations might be influenced by factors other than their
cognitive abilities; e.g., social problems aE home, not having

studied the work, sickness, etc. Also knowing that this brings
into disrepute any assessment of cognit.ive abilities based upon a

pupilts performance in a singre examination and a few class
tesEs. Nevertheless, this is how assessments have traditionally
been made in schooIs,. and, to be consistent with school

stand,ards, I have adopted it int.o my own research

Three pupils from the standard six group and t,hree pupils
from the standard seven group were approached individually and
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asked to be interviewed. A1r of them agreed, after an

explanation of the purpose of the interviews and methodology t,hat
would be followed; and, having been reassured about its
confidentiality. Proper arrangements were then made for the
interviews to be conducted at each interviewee,s convenience. rn
fuII acknowledgment. t.hereof that my caE.egorizat.ion of the pupils
into higher, middle, and lower ability groups is based on

superficial crit,eria (as r have pointed out earlier), ES welL as

for ethical reasons, ability grouping will not form part of the
description of the interviewees.

The interviewees were:

(a) Andrea: L3 years old, female, first language speaker, std.5
(b) Edwin: L3 years oId, male, second language speaker, std.G
(c) Nigel: L5 years ord, maIe, second language speaker, std.6
(d) Bonnie: 14 years oId, femare, first, language speaker, std.Z
(e) craud: 14 years o1d, mare, first language speaker, std.7
(f ) Ester: J-5 years old, female, second, language speaker, st,d.7

rn order to honour my promise of confidenEiality, the real
names of the intervier^rees have been replaced with pseudonyms.

Those indicated as first language speakers speak English at home

and are taught in English at school (their first language).
Second language speakers, ES they are indicated here, speak Xhosa

at home but are taught in English (which is their second

language) at school.

4 -2 -2 Discueeion of the Cogait,ive Dif f icultiee with the Mat,ch SEiek

Pattera

Unlike with the analysis of the interview
previous section (4.2.1) , where the guestions

were used as a structural framework for
discussion, here I structured my analysis

responses in the

in the worksheet

the subsequent

around certain
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cognitive difficulties observed during the

interview conventions as e>q>lained in 4.2.
excerpts from the interviews.
(a) The pupila t,end to calculat,e the nr:mber of matchee in a given

rpatternn from the varue of ite predeeeesor rather than to try
to find a fr:nct,l.onar relaELonship between the nuober of matchee

ia the trpatternn and its poeition in the seguence.

Note, for example, how Andrea (13 years oId; std.G)

to the question of how many matches she wour-d need to
fifth rpat,Eern, :

3) r: Now how many matches from this bunch do you think you will
need to build the fifth ,pattern,?

4) A: (After a short pause during which she counted the number of

matches in the fourth ,pattern,) T\arent.y-one.

5) f: How did you

6) A: I added the

add to it.
7) f: What four?

get that?

fourth rpattern,... to the four that I had to

Could you show me?

8) A: f need farrr m:l-^ hcc l-ar m=lro al-hpr.rrra (points at the

four matches that she added to Ehe third. ,pattern, to make

up the fourth one).

Andrea's response that she needs "four mat.ches to make up

another oner' (Iine 8) merely demonstrat,es the nat.ural tendency of
pupils to opt for "adding on,, a strategy of using the number

of matches in t.he preceding 'pattern' and adding the difference
between two consecutive 'patterns' to it in order to calculate
the number of matches in the 'pattern, in question.

Ester (ra years old; std.7) also used "adding on". when she

was asked about the number of matches in the sixth 'pattern',
70
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after having just drawn the fifth 'pattern', she explained as

follows:

25) I: How many match st,icks do you think you need for the sixth
' IPatternt?

26) E: (Speakrng very softTy -- whispering aTmost) Twenty-five.

27) f: How many?

28) E: Twenty-five (more affirmative this tjme) .

29) I: Can you explain how you got to twenty-five?
30) P: Because I counted here (indicates how she counted the

match sticks in the tifth pattern) ... and then r need

four-.. if r want to make up a rpattern' of six... r need

four... then I get Ewenty-five.

In both these examples t.he correct calculation of the number

of mat.ches needed for a given 'pattern' by "adding on,' depended

upon knowledge of the number of matches in the preceding
rpattern'. The st,udents had to go back to counE the number of
matches in the preceding 'paEE.ern, and E.hen added the difference
of four to it. rn no instance was it found that the pupirs
spontaneously counted t.he number of matches in each one of the
preceding 'patternsl in an attempt to est.ablish a number paEtern.

Counting only started after they were asked for the number of
matches in a particular tpatt.ern' and then it was restricted to
the counting of the number of mat.ches in the preceding 'pattern'
on1y. The pupils appear t.o have an episodic perception of t.he

patt.ern, focusing only on two 'patterns' at a time t.he one in
question and its predecessor. This episodic perception prevents

t.hem form finding a functional relationship between the number of
matches in a 'pattern' and its position in the sequence.
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(b) Pupire tend to trover-generalizetr frou the known to the

unknowa.

Nigel (15 years old; st,d.5) erq>lained his method of f inding
the number of matches in the eightieth ,pattern, as folLows:

171) N: okay, for inst,ance if r try like this... This is now ten,
hey sir (referring to the tenth figure) ... A1r right, all

right, all right... For ten r use forty-one, right sir...
]-72) I: Uhm. . .

173) N: Okay I want to do it my way sir...
1-74) I: You just do it your way.

175) N: A11 right, I will do iE my way now sir (Writes an

addition sum consisting out of ten forty-one,s underneath

each other)... I,m going to do it the 1 wav now. I

]-75)

want not to confuse myself.

r: How many of those groups must you have? Remember we want

the eightieth ,patt,ern' ...
N: Okay, actually sir... I t.ry it this way now. I,m using

the tenth'|pattern'now sir. okay, r'11 try to do it Ey

wav to get the eight,ieth ,pattern' .

I: So you're counting ten forty-oners now... Why t.hen?

L77)

l_78 )

t79\ N Tl. Ir=rro l- t.t ho oi alrr Qarxr eir T ma=n l-an li mae oi ahl-

qives you eiqhty, right sir...?
180) I: So how many do you get?

181) N: (Adds up) ... Eighry-eighr.

182) I: Show me again how you did that.
L83) N: (Adds again) ... Actualry r want to be dead sure of my

answer sir. . . (Adds again) . . . My answer is 32g.

Nigel used his knowredge t.hat the tent.h 'paEtern, cons j.sts

ouE of fort,y-one matches (1ine L72) in the generalizat.ion that
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eight similar rpatternsr would have the same number of matches as

the eight,ieth ,pattern' (line t'79) . This Ied him to add together
ten forty-ones yielding 328. He explained that he preferred to
use i'the long way,, (repeated addition) inst.ead of multiplication
because he felt that it was Less Iikely to confuse him (1ine

L75). He probably felt more comfortable with addition and

repeatedly spoke about it as "my way" (lines t73, t7s and L77) .

The use of repeated addit.ion as an alternative for multiplication
was so common that r chose to make it a separat.e point.
(c) Pupile prefer repeaEed addition aB an alternaELve for

multiplication in Ebelr calculatioae.

Ester (rs years old; std.z) when asked about the number of
matches in the twenty-seventh ,pattern,, explained her method as

follows:

41) I: How many mat,ch sticks do you need for the twenty-sevent.h

one?

(she reaches tor a calculator and atarts to ad.d.)

42) I: What are you doing?

43) E: r'm tellinq (counting?\ them sir... r'm busy calculating

this. -. No sir r got. iE.... rn t,he one mat,ch st,ick... you

have five n6 and if you need another one... another

two pattern... r can't explain this (softly)... you take

another four match sticks n6. . . and then you put it
there.-. okay... so you have to say five prus four... prus

four... plus four How much did you say sir?
44) I: Twenty-seven.

(she uses a caLcuTatot to do the successive additions. )

45) E: One-oh-nine... One-oh-nine match sticks...
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rt should be remembered that Ester is a second language

speaker who often finds difficulty in expressing herself in
English. Note her use of the word',teIIing" (line 43) an

adaptation of the Afrikaans *om te tel,,inbtead of the English
word 'rcountingrr. After trouble with the f irst attempt to explain
herself she says, " I can,t explain this. . . " (Iine 43') , buE then

her use of successive additions of four becomes apparent when she

says, rr... five plus four... plus four... plus four...,, (Iine
43). Using t.he method of successive additions, without, the aid
of a ca1cu1aE,or, courd be a long and tedious processr proD€ t.o
mistakes. Even more so if the 'pattern, in quest,ion is further
down the row, e.g., the eighty-third one. Ester used the

calculator t.o good effect, obtaining the correct solut,ion of 109.

By using multiplication, instead of successive additions, the
problem could be simplified to the solving of t.he arithmetic
e>q>ression: 5 + 4 x 26 , which is aLso a forerunner of the

symbolic version of the generalized ru1e, viz., 5 + 4n. I wish

to contend that the formulation of a symbolic version of a

generalized rule are prohibited by the eusEained use of
successive additions instead of multiplicat,ion. Thac is because

the operation of mult,iplication is easier co represent.

algebraicalry than t.he operation of successive additions.
(d) some pupilet etrategy is to eearch for and operate oD the

first, two dieceraibre nunerare by either uurtlplying them or

dividing the one into tbe other.

When Andrea (LS years oId; std.6) was asked about the number

of matches in the eightieth 'pattern' she explained her method as

follows:

L4) r: for the eightieth patt.ern; how many maE.ches do youNow

need?
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l_s)

16)

]-7)

L8)

1e)

20)

2L)

22)

23)

24)

25)

26)

27)

28)

2e)

30)

31)

32)

33)

34)

3s)

A: I divide the I divide... I muItipIv...
I: Wow, you're going too fast here.

A: r murtiply eiqhty and five... four!. Eiqhty and four.
I: Why four?

A: Because... (I{umbles something inaudible) .

I: Now I'm not sure if I know what you are saying; perhaps

you should do that to show me.

A: uhm... Like say there is eiqhty of this... the eiqhtieth
pattern. Uhm... then there will be eiqhty...

I: Eighty of what?

A: Eiqhty 1itt.Ie scruares.

I: Eighty little squaresr |€s.
A: Now, uhm... rf you... rf you multiprv eiqhty with these

four that vou need to add on aII t.he time... then...
(She reaches for the calculator)

I: Now what are you doing now?

A: r'm dividinq... (Munbles something inaudibje as she

operates ryj th the calculator)

I: Excuse me. - .

A: I'm dividinq forty into eighty.
I: Forty?

A: I mean... Oh yes! Okay... Okay... No... I must

multipIy... I must multipIv...
I: Now you have me mixed up.

A: I must multiply this, because . . . I must muIt.iply
eighty... four by eiqhty...

I: Four by eighty.

A: Uhm, because you need four every time to buiId... to
build on to make up the eightieth block. So... so... so

that is it.
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(Fiddies with the calculator.)

35) A: Four goes into eighty (Does the caTculation on the

caTcuTator) Eighty times four is t,hree-hundred-and-twenty.

Note how Andrea searched for a suitable ariEhmetic operation
first; limiting herself to a choice between division and

multiplicat,ion (Iine 15). She started of by considering
division, pondered it for a whire, and then decided that
multiplication was a more plausible choice. As it turned out,
she later reverted back to division (Iines 27-29), indicating
that there was stiIl a certain degree of uncertainty about her
choice of operation. But eventual-Iy multiplication got the upper

hand (Iines 31-33). rn line 33 she was on the verge of
explaining why, but then she abandoned the explanation to focus
on the numerals on which to operate. I realize now that. I should

have probed her for the explanation. Her first choice of eighty
is an obvious one - after all "the eightieth paEtern,' (Iine 2L)

is what the question is arl about. There are "eight.y Iit.tle
squares" (1ine 23). As a second choice she first. considered

five; Ehen discarded it in favor of four (rine t7) . she

explained her second choice as follows: ,. . . you multiply eighty
with these four that you need to add on aIl the time...',(1ine
25) - This strateglr is probably E.he resurt. of : (i) earlier
learned frames from arithmetic where a good strategy normally
involves the selection of E,he correct one of the four arithmetic
operations (i.e., + , - , x or + ), t.ogether with two numbers on

which to apply it; and (ii) a recognition that the pattern is
expanded by adding four matches every time but not taking into
account that the first ,bIock,, consists out. of five matches.
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(e) Pupile f lnd it, very dif f ieurt to errpreBs, in a natural

lauguage, the generalized rule. To compeneate they would uee a

apecific exampre to ebow how the rrrre ahourd be appried.

Note in the following exampre how Ester (15 years old;
std.7), when asked to write down a generar rule, resorts to the

example of the t.wenEy-seventh ,pattern, discussed just, before
that to e:q>Iain herself .

58) f: Okay. . . Can you write down a general rule?
59) E: A general rule?

50) r: Yes... write down the met,hod so that you can use it for
any pattern.

she then wrote: "rf r want to get up to 27 patEer (sic) r say 5

match stick (sjc) plus four plus anather (sjc) four up antiII
(sic) I get to 27 ant.hen (sjc) I get my answer',. Note how she

too used repeated addition in preference to multiplication. One

would have expected EsEer to come up with a generar rure
description like: Take five and keep on adding fours Eo it until
you have added one less fours than t.he number of the 'pattern'
Yet she chose t.o explain her rule by means of the example of E.he

t.wenty-seventh'patternr .

When Bonnie (fa years old; std.7) was asked for a general

ru1e, t,his is how she responded:

55) r: okay... Now can you describe, perhaps, Ehe generar rule
that you used?

57) B: I used t,he multiplication rule...
58) I: Uhm. . .

59) I: But what is the met.hod that you used to find r.he number of
matches?

50) B: Eighty-three times five...
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51) r: Yes... And if r said... for instance... the twenty-sevenEh
rpatternr . . . How many matches would you need t,hen?

62) B: r'11 multiply by five sir... because in t,he first
'patt'ern' . . . in the first 'patternr t,here were f ive. . .

53) I: Write down the rule... write down the ru1e...
64) B: The rule sir?
55) I: The general rule that you used.

65) B: The multiplication ruIe... r,d have to multiply by five...
if I had ro mulriply by eighty-three...

She then wrote: "if r had to find the answer of this question how

many mathes (sic) stlck wi1l you use to find the g3'd parten

(sic) ? r would mu1t,ip1y g3 by 5 because 5 was t,he 1". parten(sic)

givenr' . Note how Bonnie, like Andrea (see the example in (d)

above), also opts for multiplicat.ion of the first two discernible
numbers, viz., 83, Ehe position of the ,paEtern' in the seqfuence,

and 5, which is the number of matches in the first ,pattern,.
One would have expected Bonnie to come up with a less specific
general ru1e, for example: Multiply the number of the 'pat.tern'
by five. Yet she uses the example of the eighty-third 'pat,tern,
as a description of her ruIe, which she calls the "multiplicat,ion
ruIe" (l-ines 57 and G5) .

It is common practice for the teacher to explain a difficult
new mathematical rule in the classroom by means of carefully
chosen numerical examples. The teacher, in many ways, acts as a

role-moder for the pupils who are 1ike1y t.o copy his or her
behavior. one possible reason why pupirs are more 1ike1y Eo try
and exprain their generarized rules by means of numerical
examples of specific j-nstances to show how the rule is applied,
is t.hat they are copying their t.eacher,s way of explaini-ng
mathematical rules in class. Another reason might be that Ehe
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pupils do not possess the necessary verbaL

their generalized rule in the absence of a

example to which they can refer.

ski1ls to express

specific numerical

4

{.3 Phase fhree: Ehe E\rnction Iable

3.1 Some Details of ttre Intervieyees.

Three pupils from the standard six group and three pupils
from t'he standard seven group were interwiewed. The interviewees
were selected from amongst the group of volunteers; ignoring
their earlier, superficial categorization into higher, middle and

lower ability groups as a criterion during the selecE,ion process.
Volunteers who had not yet been int,erviewed during the previous
phases of the investigation received preference during the
selection for this phase. Second-Eime j-nterviewees were only
considered once I had run out of first,-time interviewees. This
happened on three occasi-ons,' twice in the standard six group and

once in the standard seven group. The reason for giving
preference to first-time interviehrees was that I did not want to
exclude any of the pupils from the smal1 group who so generously

and unserfishly availed themselves for the inEerviews.
The interviewees were:

(a) Andrea, 13 years ord, female, first language speaker, std.G
(b) George, 13 years oId, male, first language speaker, std.6
(c) Tracy, 13 years ord, femare, first language speaker, std.G
(d) Anna, 14 years o1d, female, fj-rst language speaker, std.7
(e) claud, 14 years oId, mare, first ranguage speaker, std.Z
(f) claudeEte, L4 years ord, female, first ranguage speaker,

st.d. 7

As before these are not the pupils, real names. where a pupil
was interviewed for the second time, I have retained his or her
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pseudonym for t,he sake of consistency. A1l the pupils that were

interviewed are first language speakers; thaE is, t,hey speak

English at home and are taught in English at school as we1I.

English is their first language.

4.3.2 Diseussion of ttre cognitive difficulties rith the function

table.

The ensuing discussions will center around the particular
cognitive difficulties that were detected in the course of the

interviews, viz.:
(a) Pupile perceive a variety of pattenrs not all of theu

feasible for tr.nelat,Lon iato tshe algebraic code.

Andrea (13 years old; std.5) perceived a complicated pat,tern

in the numbers of the functional table:
Ll-) A: count like one... than you see its one... two... one plus

one is two... so you add one... Here two times two is four
plus one is five... Here by number three is... is three
times three is nine minus one is eight.. . . and if it stands

here by four... four t,imes three is twelve minus one... is
e1even... Now I don,t think that counts...

i-2) I: Why?

L3) A: Because it's t,wo additions and two subtractions... I t.hink

here it will be... uhm... nineteen...
L4) I: At number five?

15) A: No twenty-one! ... twenty-one...

L5) I: How did you get twenEy-one?

L7) A: uhm... r see that this is two additions and two

subtractions... and r go again two additions... uhm... add

one...

18) I: Now would you perhaps do number five?
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19) A: Five times four is twent,y... plus one is twenty-one...

20) I : Okay. . . Number six in the t,op row. . . ?

2L) A: Uhm... twenty-four... plus one is twenty-five.
22) I: Explain again...
23)- A: Uhm... six times four... is... twenty-four... plus one is

twenty-five.

24) r: so if the Eop row number is seven, what wirl t,he bottom

row number be?

25) A: r see that, you bring up t,he...the numbers arso t,hat, you're

supposed to multip1y... because here you can,t multiply
this by four... it's one this... t,his is three... t,his is
four...

26) r: r don't t,hink r underst,and what you are t,rying t,o say...
can you explain a Iitt1e more?

27) A: uhm... this is two... The first two numbers one and two...
and at the bot,t,om there's three and f ive. . . you have to
multiply by two... one you have to mulEiply by Ewo... and

two you have to multiply by two... And here by three and

four...eight, and e1even... you multiply by t.hree... and

here you multiply by four... and the others wirl probably

go on...five; six; seveni ...
Andrea's rure only works for numbers 2,3 and 4 in the "top

row". It does not work for number 1 in the "top row'r, but she

either did not notice that, or deliberately ignored t.hat. she

also did not. notice that her rule does not, yield the correct

"bottom row, numbers beyond the fifth on in the "top rowr', but

this is to be expected, because she seems to have no other
reference ot.her than her own rule

Tracy (rs years o1d, std.6) perceived the pattern different.ly:
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2)

3)

4)

s)

5)

7)

13) r:
14) T:

T: Here he pushes out one... always he kicks out odd

numbers... then he pushes out one...
I: When you put in one... then what comes out,?

T: Two.. but, he... one... he adds one.... Ad.d two and he

pushes out five... he takes three... Add three and he

pushes out eight. . . he t,akes f ive. . . Add four and he

pushes out eleven... he takes seven... Add five and... I
donrt know what trce of number, but he pushes out nine...
and he goes on like Ehat...

r: okay, now what wourd be the number that he kicks out when

you feed in five?
(Silence)

r: You wrote down fourteen... seventeen... where do you get

those numbers?

T: Because when he pushes out five... ne,... Irm sorry...
when you put in five... he pushes out fourteen... and he

skips nine... When you put in six... he pushes out
sevent.een... and he skips ereven. rE takes on odd

numbers... then he pushes ouE another number... and he add

the number... the top row's number and.. to the odd

numbers and the you get this... the bottom row.

Explain how you get the bottom number every time.
Okay... one plus one is two... two plus three is five...
three plus five is eight. . . every time its pushes out
another number it t.akes a odd number... in that certain...
how you call it? How do you say? In a certain way...
like when you count one, two, three... it is in the same

order, but odd numbers... then he adds it t,o t.he top row's
numbers, then he gets the bottom row.
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L5) I: Now how do you know what odd number to use?

16) T: Because it's in the descending order... the odd number,

one... and then three... five... and so on. And then you

just take the numbers like they come... for that's the

same as one, two, three, four, five, six... and E,hen you

take the odd numbers and then you add iE... to the top
numbers and then you get the botEom numbers.

Note how Tracy used the pronoun xherl t,o refer t,o t,he

funct j-onal- table. That was af ter it had been e:q>lained to her
that the table works like a comput.er that turns the numbers in
the "top rowrr into the numbers in the ,bot,tom row, by using a E,o-

be-discovered rule. She probably confused the term ,,descending

order" (line 15) wit.h ascending order which means the opposite.
Her explanat.ion, however, makes it is clear that what she meant

was ascending order.

Tracyrs perception of t.he pattern links t.he "Eop row,, numbers

to the I'bott.om rowr numbers as follows: 1 + 1 = 2

2+3-5
3+5=8
4+7=11,et.c.

This generalized rule for generat.ing the numbers in the

'rbottom rowrr can be expressed argebraically as: n + (zn -1) ,

where n is the number in the ,,top row,,. r wish to contend,

however, that this expression requires a Ievel of algebraic
sophistication t,hat might just be too much for the ordj_nary pupil
at the introductory IeveI of algebra. As it turned out, Tracy
was unabre to translate her rure into an algebraic form.

claud (ra years old; std. T) explained his perception of t.he

pattern as follows:
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s)c with the 'bottom row'1...uhm... there's two numbers gone

like in between the. . . t.he numbers. . .

Explain that again.

The 'bottom rowr is Iike... is two numbers... uhm... two

numbers gone in between the numbers here Iike... 2, S, g,

11... between 2 and 5 there must be 3 and 4...

6) r
7)C

11) r: what do you think will be the 'bottom row'numbers for 5

and 5 in the top row? That is fill in the blank spaces.

12) C: L4 and 1?.

13) I: Wri-te it in.
(C. writes t4 and 17 in blank spaces in the table)

14) I: Can you explain how you got to L4 and 12?

15) c: Here in between 2 and 5, 3 and 4 is gone sir... like here

between 5 and 8, 6 and 7 is gone... and the same here by

8 and 11 sir... so it will be t.he same here by this two...
L4 and L7.

15) I: How did you get to t4?

17) C: I left out L2 and l-3 sir.
18) f:Andl-7?
l-9) C: 15 and 16 I left out.

Claud made it clear that he focused only on t.he numbers in
the "bottom rowrr (lines 5 and 7) . This fixation with the numbers

in the "bottom rowrr would certainly not aid him in perceiving the

functional relationship bet.ween the "top row,'and the,'botEom
row". His rule is t.he same as adding on three every t.ime, buE

from his way of expressing it, it seems that it st.irr had to
mature into being seen as such. It would cert.ainly be difficult
to transl-ate it into the algebraic code from this crude

description he never couId.
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(b) Pupile often eet of Ln pursult of a recurrence rrrle aB a

firet Btrategy aad often revert back to thie rure if aII elee

faLIs.

For example, George (13 years old; std.6), who responded to
t,he function table by immediately filling in the missing ',bottom
row'r numbers corresponding to 5 and 6 in the ',top row,. when

prompted, he e:qllained his reasoning as foLLows:

1) r: You say five turns into fourteen and six turns into
seventeen. How did you do that.?

2) G: You start with the t,wo... start with adding three alr the

time; three to make five,. three to make eight and t.hree to
make ereven. That,'s why r added three to make fourteen and

three to make seventeen.

The recurrence rule t,hat he had used, was to 11st.art, wit.h

adding three all the time', (line 2) and he obviously E.ook only
the "boEtom row" numbers into account. He then wenE on to
explore short cuts for implementing this ruIe, e.g., applying
direct proport,ions (e.g., the explanation in line 26) . Note how

he reverted back to "adding three', (Iine 30) when his short cuE

proved to be inadequate:

25) G: And if you go... rf you use hundred... numbers like
hundred, the you just times with ten. with ten if you...
sir said hundred then you just use Een t.imes ten... and

then you times the bottom number also with ten. And then
you get the answer for hundred, two-hundred, t.hree-hundred

27',) r

28) c

29) r

And what if I have eighty-nine... in the 'top row,?

Eight.y-nine. . . ? Eighty-nine. . . ?

Now what are you going to do now?
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30) G: f'11 just start adding three again.

31) I: Are you gonna go all the way up to eighty-nine?
32) G: Yes sir.

The eighty-nine (line 27), a prime number, was deliberatery
chosen because the sE,rategy of using direct proportions as

e>rplained (e.g., in line 26) wourd not work on it. George, when

he noticed this breakdown in his strategy, revert.ed back to t,he

original strategy of ,'adding three" (line 30) .

(c) Pupile tend to over-geDeralize, e.g., they sbow a etrong

tendency Eo uae direct proport,ione aB a ehort cut to tbe

solut,ion.

George (rr years oId; std.6) gave a clear explanation of how

he used direct proportions to speed up his solution:
3) r: okay-.. Now if r had eighty in the'top row,, what do you

think will be the value that comes out in the 'bot.tom
rowr ?

4) G:

s) r:
(c

5) G:

7)r

8) G:

e) r:
10) G:

r-1) r:
t2) G:

Twenty-three sir. . . Two-hundred-and-t.hirty.

Can you write down how you got to your answer?

opts for a verbal e>qplanation rather than a written one)

Eight t.imes ten is eighty. Twent,y-t.hree times ten is
two - hundred - and - thirty .

And if you had one-hundred in the 'top row,l what wirl
come out, in the ,bottom row,?

Two - hundred - and - ninety .

How did you get two-hundred-and-ninety?

Just adding three all the time...
Now frm not sure if I understand what you are saying?

Five was fourteen, six was seventeen, seven was twenty,
eight was twenty-three, nine was twenty-six, ten was

twenty-nine. . . just adding threes all the time.
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13) r: Now how did you get to one-hundred so fast... to the
number that comes ouE of'one-hundred?

14) G: sir said for one-hundred sir... so r just used twenty-
nine and ten... because when you times ten with ten you

get a hundred. . . when you times twent,y-nine with t,en. . .

you get two-ninety.

l-5) f : Did you do the same for eighty?

16)G:Yessir.

His met.hod does not yield the correct answers, because no

direct proport.ion between the "top row,,and t,he rbottom rowt

exists in the stimulus item. George simply assumed the existence
of such a direct proportion, without even having checked for it
beEween different sets of top and bottom row numbers.

When Andrea (fg years oId; st.d.6) discovered thaE her rule
(described in lines 1,1- 27 in (a) above) was less than ideal for
calculating wit.h the larger numbers, she also opted for the
method of using direct proportions:
32) r: Now whaE. do you think wirl happen if r give you a large

number..- let's say in the 'Eop row' you have eighty...
what do you t.hink will be t,he 'boEtom number'?

(Pause as A ponders the questjon)

33) I: What do you think now?

34\ A: And the rbottom number' will be?

(Pause again)

35) f: What. are you thinking?

36) A: I think three-hundred-and-nineLy.

37) Can you explain?

38) A: r think because this... uhm... you add a nauqht to the

eiqht and a naught to the ,bot.tom number' too..,
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when she spoke about adding a naught (rine 3g), what she

probabry implied was multiplication by ten, €.9., g x Lo = go.

Note how the multiplication by ten converts the g into 90, giving
rise to t,he description of the process as ,,add(ing) a naught to
the eight" (line 38). she also simply assumed a direct
proportion between the numbers in the ,'top row,' and the numbers

and the rbottom rowr', without actually having verified it first.
(d) Pupile fail tso cheek apontansouely for the validity of their

aaaumed rulee.

This was a common phenomenon found amongst ar1 of the
interviewees. Examples of how some interviewees simply assumed a

direct proportion bet.ween t.he numbers in the "top row,and the
numbers in the rbottom row,r, without having verified it first,
are discussed in (c) above.

(e) rmature waya of e:qrreeeing aritbmetic operatJ.oae, e.9.,

e:qrreeeing additioa ae the ekipplDg of anrmbere.

For exampre, craud (re years o1d,- st.d.7) , whose descript.ion
of t,he "adding ont' strategry (lines s-7 and 11-19) is discussed in
(a) above.

(f) Pupile are oftea aot ready to start creatlag their oxrn,

slmboric e:qrreaeions by the time they are e:qrcctcd to, but wilr

neverEheleee attempt to do so whea required of tbem. That is,

for theu a epontaaeoue eogmitive need for a Bore euccinct

represeDtatsionar ByBten and its advantagca hae not yets

developed.

Anna (14 years o1d; std.7) had found the rule for generating

the rbottom numberrrfrom the',top numberr. she wroEe: ,'Mu1tip1y
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t'he top row number by 3 and subtract oner'. She was then asked to
write her rule by using mathematicaL symbols.

13) r: Now can you try to write t,he rule by using mathematical

symboLs.

14) A: Can sir say it in English (giggles) ? rs sir serious?
What mathematical symbols?

15) r: That is a good question. what is mathematical symbols?

l-5) A: Like so (writes ,,g0 x 3 - f i,) ... or is it,... uhm... like

with figures; Iike with x and y and that?

]-7) r: You can use that as we1Ir f€s... r want you to use what

you think is appropriate... as mathematical symbols to
write your rule wit,h... That's like asking you t.o invent
your own mathematical system of writing.

18) A: Give an example(jrrjtated)...

1e)

20)

2L)

22)

23)

24)

2s)

26)

27)

I: What are you looking for in an example?

A: I don't know what sir would expect.

A: can r say like the top row, for inst.ance is the numbers on

top, whatever the number is... is 'a' and E.he bottom rowrs
number is... say 'b'?

I: I suppose you can do that...
A: Okay. . .

(a- writes," Top Row - a" and ,,Bottom Row - bn. fuid then

also:,,b=7- (ax3),, )

A: There is something f don'E understand...
I: Explain it to me...

A: One minus

f: When I
start. . .

say explain then explain where a person would

How I would read this...
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28) A: r did it... start with the brackets... and then the
brackets say 'ar times three so it's the top row

number times three...
29) I: Uhm. . .

30) A: And then... and then r get my answer... and r subtracE one

from it... and I get ,b,, the bottom row,s answer.

As Anna has pointed out correctly (line :-G) , ',mathematical
symbols" includes both arithmetic symbols (e.g., + and -) and

algebraic symbols (e.g., x and y) . Note how she asked for an

example to see what is expect,ed of her (lines Lg-20). Mason

(1989) explained that pupils know that the teacher (interviewer)
is looking for a particular behavior as a manifestation of their
understanding of the concepts or the topic. Tension arises -when

t.he teacher (interviewer) is noE explicit. about t,haE behavior, ds

ltas the case in this instance. rf r had to give an example aE

this stage r would forsake an opportunity t.o learn more about the
interviewee 1 s own symbolizing strat.egies.

Note how she wrote b = I - (a x 3) instead of the correct

b - (a x 3) -7 when asked how her eguation should be read, she

does so correctly (lines 2g and 30). rn line 2g she exprained
that one should rrst,art with the brackets" which can probably be

traced back to an earlier learned arithmeti-c frame that has to do

with t.he order of operations. That aLso explains why she does

not read the expression from left to right.
Then Anna was asked to apply her symbolic rule:

37) r: Now how would you use that symbolic rule of yours to find
the bottom row number for 46 in the top row?

She replied by writing: n4G x 3 = 139 - 1 = l_37(b) n. This shows

how she carried the operat.ions out in t.he order that she read the
symbolic equation; t.hat is, doing t.he part in the bracket.s first,,
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getting its answer, and subtracting one from it. Her numerical
version of the rule reveals two difficulties. One is that of
viewing the equal sign as the introduction of a resurt, that is,
the number immediat,ely on the right of the equal sign is the
result of the arithmetic operation on the left of it.. The other
is that she is obviously not, aware that, Ehe use of the brackets
in mathematics differ from its use in a natural langruage. rn a

natural language it would have been in order to put the ,b, in
brackets next to the L37 t,o indicate that it. is the varue of ,,b,,.

whereas in mathemat,ics it is not.
Anna was t,hen asked to calculat,e the number in t.he "top row,r

for number 38 in the 'rbottom rowr'.

38) r: Now for another question... Let's sd}zr for instance, |ou
had 38 in your bottom row; what wilr be the number in the
top row?

39) A: Oh! What, ls t,he number?

40) r: You have 38 in your bottom row. . . what will be the number

in the top row?

4]-) A: So... Uhm... must we write this out first,?
42) I: You can do that if you want. to.
43) A: Uhm. .. 48...
44) I: 38. . .

45) A: 38... must I do t.he same

A. writes, " a = 7 + (b + 3),,, and underneath jC "3g = 73,,)

46) I: Wait... but this is not t.he same ru1e... is ieZ

47) A: No, but you must swiEch it around because you want the

bottom number now. rf you want.ed the Eop row's answer...
That (the first symboJic equation) only appries for if you

want t.he top row's answer... you must, switch it around if
you want the bottom rowrs answer...
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48) I: So how

that?

did you how know to switch it... to come up with

49) A: Because they give you... uhm... Here r... Here by this
first rule, they uhm... give you... the Eop row,s

number and they ask the bottom rowrs number... and here

(the second symbolic equation) they give you the bottom

rowrs number and they ask t,he top row's number... so you

must, just, swit.ch your stuff around...
50) r: But how did you switch from t,he one symbolic form to Ehe

other symbolic form?

51) A: r just put... uhm... switched ial and ,b, around; and put

rar in front of the equal signs. . . and t,hen,. inst.ead of

subtracting one from... Let,s start with the brackets...
And instead of muItiplying... uhm... t.he number, r divided
it because they give you the number already and you can't
mult.iply that... you must divide it... and then r added

one onto that, because its like yourre switching the whole

thing around...

52) f: Now let's see what. comes up...
53) A: r think r must first add this... add the one (writes ,,38 

=

73" then scratches out the 38 and writes, n39 = 13")

then it's 39...
54) I: Explain guickly what you did.
55) A: uhm.. r Eook the... the... bottom row,s number and then r

added one ont,o it bef ore r . . . bef ore r divided by Ehree. . .

into three... so the answer wasn't 3g; it was 39... and

then I divided 39 by three... it's L3.

Anna realized that the subject of the formula had to be

changed from rrbrr t.o'a,. she did this by switching the places of
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rr2rr and rrbrr and replacing the arithmetj-c operatj-ons with their

opposites, writing: ,a = I + (b + 3)". This is a serious error

when interpreted from an algebraic viewpoint. However, Anna was

able to bypass the difficulty of an erroneously converted

algebraic equation by reverting back t.o the arithmetic frame (see

her explanation in l-ine 55) and obtaining the correct answer.

Note how the equivalence relation normally indicated by an egual

sign was compretety ignored when she wrote '39 = .1.3n. The egual

sign was most probably used to introduce the answer of 13 rather
than to indicate an equivalence relation.

Andrea (rg years ord; st.d. G) explained her general rure as

follows (for a full transcript see appendix Vf):
40) A: uhm... rt's the top row... okay... nothing added or

not,hing to the top row... uhm... j.t,s just, 1,. 2; 3; 4; G;

'7; 8;... common numbers... The bot.tom row... uhm... you

must... the first two numbers, one and two, you must

multiply by two... and... uhm... one times two is two...
and then you must... here by number two... two times two

is four, plus one... you musE add one... plus one gives
you five... here by number three and number four... you

must murt.iply by three again... uhm... three times three

is nine, then you must subtract one... then it gives you

eight. . . and here the same (for four in the top row) , its

twerver fou must subtract one and it gives you eleven...
and here you start again by addition... and so you go

on...

47) A: rt goes like this. . . t.hree and four is subtract one. . . and

five and six is add one... and seven and eighE is subtract
one-.. it's like that... so five and six will be... five
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times four eguals twenty, plus one, eguals twenty-one...

that. will be your botL,om number. . . same with six (a.

continues to write down the example with five in the top

row as she e:qrJains) ... Five is your top number (referring

the exampJ.e with five in the top row) and it wiII always

be first... uhm... t,he first thing that you write down...

it will be five (emphasizing the word) times four...

equals twenty. . . and twenty plus one is twent.y-one. . .

thatts your bottom number... that is your ]ast number that
you write down... and the same with six... six is your

first number, that's your top number, times four equals

twenty-four... plus one eguals twenty-five and that is
your bottom number... that is the last number...

I chose to include her verbal explanation of the rule to show

how difficult it would be to t,ranslat.e it into symbolic form.

Note her proposed convention of a hierarchical order of writing
to disE,inguish bet.ween the independent variable("Eop number,') and

the dependent variable("boEEom number,'). The "Eop number" is
what you start of with and should always be written first; the
irbottom number" is what you end up with and is therefore written
last. In an algebraic equation this is just the other way round

with the dependent. variable writt.en on the left of t.he egual sign
(and therefore written first) and the independent variable on the

right thereof. She then explained further by means of writ.ten

examples (see appendix VI): e.g., ,,3 x 3 = g -7 = Bil and

tt4 x 3 =72 -7 = 771'. Note Ehat she too (like Anna above) used

the equatr sign to introduce the answer Eo the operation on the

reft of it rather than to indicate an egualit,y. she was then

asked to t,ranslate her rule into symbolic form.
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okay... can you perhaps write it in mathematicaL form...
using symbols?

Must I give my own symbols and so on?

Yes, if you wish you can give your own symbol,s.

okay... Take three and four again... The top number... is
three, so... t.he three...
Can you write the symbol down?

You make an rx'... so... no r can't see... three Eimes rxr

because three and four will be multiplied by t,hree...
bot,h of them will be multiplied by three... so it,s ,x,...

Three is rxr... three... the number that you mu1tip1y...
the top number is three... like four times t.hree... and

three times three...
writes: 3xX=9-!=B )

But didn't you say you write the top number first,?
Yes. . . so t,his is three. . .

Now show with a littre arrow which is the top number

again.

This is the top number (indicates i t with a the letter T) .

What is 'x'?

se) Times rx'... I x1 is t-he r that vor.r mu]lin v the three

(too n )bv

48) r:

49) A:

s0) r:
s1) A:

52') r:
s3) A:

(a.

s4) r
55) Ar

s5) r

57) A:

s8)

50) r:
61) A

I

A

Okay... go on...
This is equal t.o. . .

(writes nine) and you

three time three is equal to nine

subtract one... subtract ,y, 'y'
will be one (jndicates jt with the number t), because it

will be used in the top number in
four... equals eight... and eight
(indicates it with the l.etrer B) ...

number three and number

number
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62) I: Now what did you say the , y, was again?

53) A: y is a minus one... is one... ,y, wilr be one... and txl

is (wrjtes down "number you muTtipTy by")... rx' is the

numlcer Ehat you mulEiply by and 'y' is the nurnber one...

so it reads like this: The top number is three. so three
will always be first... on top... and the boEtom number is
eight... because... in the bottom it wil-r always be last
because it.'s at the bottom... uhm... so it reads this way:

Three t,imes ' x' , and rxr is the number that you murt.iply

by, and in this case rx' is three... so three times three,

that is 'x,, equals nine... and minus ,y,, and ,y, will be

one... and that wilr egual eight,... and that is the bottom

number-..

The problem with Andrea's rule is that it involves t.oo many

variables: the "Eop numbers,'; t.he rnumber that you multiply by',i
the one that is sometimes subtracted and sometimes added; and the

"bottom numbersrr. she seemed t,o understand, intuitively, thaE.

this should be narrowed down to only two variables. Hence she

introduced xxtr and ityu to represent the ,'number that. you multiply

by" and the "number one" respectively. I think she deliberately
overlooked the "top numbersrrand rbottom numbers, as candidates
for variables in the t.radition of ,x,r and ,yu because the "top
numbersrr are treated as given (and hence known) and the "botE.om

numbers, are treated as the sought after answers (and hence

unknown). rn order to learn more about the hray she used these

symbols she was then prompted to give anoEher example:

64) r : can you make another example? ,Just one more exampre. . .

Use another number... say thirteen.
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65) A: Thirteen and fourteen (a draws a Tittle tabTe and writes

13 an 74 in the top row).

66)

67)

I; Why do you always use two numbers?

A: rt.'s because... uhm... r always use two numbers because...

here its like in groups... iE,,s in groups of two... its
the amount you multiply by... the one and two... okay,

hord on... take five and six is multipried by four...
three and four is multiplied by three... it's Iike... this
is 2; 3; 4 (indicates what numbers to muTtiply by above

the groups in the tab-ze) . . . in groups. . . groups of two

(extends the table writing the numbers in a group

together) . . . G; 't ; I (writing this above the groups in the

extension to indicate what to multipTy by)...

I: I don't understand...times eight.
A: This will be... uhm... say you go on here (referrinq to

the extended tabTe)... 7 and 9... 9 an 10 will be

together. . . 11 and 1-2. . . 13 and L4. . . so this wirl
be. . . this is 1 and 2 multiplied by two,. 3 and 4

multipried by three,' 5 and G murtiplied by four,- T and g

multiplied by five... and this is six (g and 70) ; rhis is

seven (t7 and 721; and this is eight (73 and t4) ...

I: Okay. . .

A: So you mu1tiply... uhm... (A does the calculation 73 x g =

704 in writing) ... so in this case, number thirteen, the

bottom number will be hundred-and-four.

I: Can you explain again... through aI1 the steps.
A: okay. . . thirteen you must murtipty by eight. . . thirteen

and fourteen is grouped together in t.wo... thirteen and
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fourteen are together, so they wilr be multiplied by one

number, and t.hat is eight. . . now r multiplied thirteen by

eight and t,hat gives me hundred-and-four... so the bottom

number of number thirteen wirl be hundred-and:four...
74) I: And what about. the y-number?

75) A: That you must... rt,s also grouped in two,s... The

first... okay... The even numbers... is always you musE

add one...

76) I: What, even numbers?

78) A: rf you must... uhm... multiplv by an even number. then it
will be plus one... so if vou must murEiply bv an uneven

number. then it wi1l be subtract one...
79) f : Okay, so what will you do with t.hirteen?
80) A: Here you must multiply by eight, so you must add one...

plus one.

81) I: So what is your bottom number now?

82) A: rtrs... hundred-and-five... so itrs thirteen times
eight... it,s hundred-and-four... plus one... it,s
hundred-and-five... so I'm gonna write it down...

(A writes: 73 x X = 704 + ! = IOS)

83) A: Thj.rteen times ,x' ... and 'x, is the number you mulEiply

by... wilr give you hundred-and-four... so it wirl be plus

'y', and'y, is number one... that will give you hundred_

and-five... so hundred-and-five is your bottom number...
and thirteen will be your top number!

Note how Andrea paired the numbers of in order Eo keep t.rack
of which pair to mult ?ry with what number; as well as from which

pair to subtract one or add on after multiplication. She even

formulated a rule for when to subtract one and when to add one

(line 78). Her use of uyu to represent the ,number one', is akin
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to Kuchemannrs (L981-) notion of the rletter evaluated,' where a
letter is assigned a numerical value from the outset. rt is
clear from her given examples (see appendix VI) that she uses ,,xrr

in the same wEy, with a numerical value assigned to it from the
outset. I do not think that Andrea has yet acguired the concept

of variable which is necessary for setting up a symbolic rule for
generating the "bottom number[ from the ',top number,'.

(g) Pupile gometLmee make arithmetie emorg which, wbea 1ef t

undet,ected, prohiblt Ehe discovery of a generarized rure.

Claudette (re years old; std.Z) filled in rhe following
numbers in the t,ablez L4, L7 and 2]-. rt is easy to see that the
addition of three every t.ime should give 20 instead of 2t. This
error went undetected throughout the int,erview and Ied to ot,her

mistakes and wrong conclusions, €.g.:
16) c: The 8'h one will be 24... the 9'h one wirl be 27... t.he 1o.h

one will be 30. . . so by every t,enth one there will be a
round number... with a naught... rt won't be... How can r
say now? Over there a whole number...

L7) I: WeII, all of those are whole numbers.

18) c: But r mean, it wilr be a... How can r say? rt wilr end

ten sir... rt won'!t be having another digit. next to it...
It. will only have a naught. . .

She then continued with the successive addition of three every

time, building on her mistake, Eo find that for number 20 in t.he

"top rowrr the "bottom rowi' number will be Go. This she used to
make the generalization that for every multipre of ten in t.he

"top rowrr, the "bottom row' will contain a murtipre of thirty.
45) r: what will be the 8o'h number... the bottom number for the

8O'h top number?
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47) c: The loEh one is 30 sir(starts to write d.own the top row

numbers and next to it the bottom row numbers: 70*30;
I20*60; 30*90; . . . ; 90*270) so if the 2OEh 6rr. is GO

sir... That is, 30 plus 30 qives you 60; so if y$u want to
come to t.he Soth one, then it's gonna be... 60 is the 2o''

one... and... 30 is the Lo'h one... then the 3o"i one will
be... 90... the 4OEh one will be.. t20... rro, 1LO

(c. mumbl,es Ehe numbers as the writes them do*ril ... 140;

170; 2L0; 240. . . BOEh will be 240. . .

with the 4o'h one she made another mistake. Assuming that she

generated the "bottom row,, varues by adding 3o .rJw time,
because she started of by adding 30 and 30 to get the Go (line
47) , one would expect the 4o'h one to be ]-2o. uow$ver, she

changed her initial rbottom row,' value of L2o to 110. I trr:-nt a

plausible explanat,ion for this is that at the 40.h one "+ started
t.o look at the tabre for an easier way out and t,hat "hF changed

her strat.egy f rom adding on 3o every t.ime tro the st.{acegy of
using direct proportions. This was confirmed rater uv n"r in a

further explanation:

55) c: so then it wiLl be.... sir here r can show sir pomething

sir.. here by the 8'h one sir... if you add a naufht Eheref
sir... that's gonna be the gO.h one sir... if ypu add a
naught there than it wilr be 240... same here (7rh one).

56) I: Does it work in all cases?

57) C: On the 7O'h one it will be zt} sir... there i
(Referring to the Z'h one)

27 sir

s8)

se)

I: Now explain that again.

C: If you add a naught to the number...

10 and t.hen it's gonna be 20 sir
even if it's
(Converting i

gonna be

the first
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60)

5L)

62)

53)

64)

5s)

55)

67)

58)

5e)

70)

7L)

72)

73)

colurwt with 7 in the top row and 2 in the bottom row) . . .

because look there (refers back to the tenth coTumn with

70 in the top row and 30 in the bottom row) ... No!

It ! s not in all cases like that (softTy) The 2oth one

is not 50 (softTy) ... It,s just some of t,hem sir...

I: Do you think you have a rule already?

C: You add three sir... and then odd numbers...

I : Can you describe t.he rule. . . or just describe your

thoughts so far... those that you think work...
C: Only number 8; number 7; and number 6; and number 5 will

work works.

I: Works...?

C: If you add the naughE. sir...
I: Explain more... If you add the naught...
c: rf you add the naught to t.he top one... and to the bottom

one that will be your answer... So if it's gonna be

the 7'h one then itis 2t... t,hen you just add a naught to
both bottom and top...

I: And you get the ZOth one...?

C: Yes sir.
I: And the bottom number will be...?
C: 2]-0 sir
I: But you say it only works for. . . for what numbers?

C: Only from... number 4 onwards, sir, it works... only from

4 up it works sir.
I: Can you describe the rule. . . write it down perhaps?

(C. writes: "From the fourth number in the top row add a O

then you can determine the bottom number. rn the seventh

74)
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4

nunber on the top you add a 0 then it wi77 be 20. Do the

s€rme to the bottom. Then you wi77 arrive at your answer,, . )

This shows how an undetected arithmetic .error can lead to a

failure to find the generalized rule in a number pattern.

claudette had innovaEively come up with some rule, but had to
admit that it is far from being general; working ,'on1y from

number 4 onwards..." (line 73'). In her written staEement of t,he

rule she took care to include this condition.

4 Sunntary

Chapter four discussed the data that was collected during the

research. It highlighted a number of strategies that were used

to deal with the questions in the worksheet of E.he first phase;

which in turn revealed some of the cognitive difficutties that
prevented pupils from finding the correct solut.ions. These

difficulties were subsequently discussed. The inEerviews on Ehe

match stick pattern of the second phase and the funct.ion t.able of
the third phase also revealed a number of cognicive difficulties
that were discussed.

In chapter f ive an attempt will be made t,o use t.he

difficulties identified in chapter four to make some general

conclusions about the cognitive difficutties thac standard six
and standard seven pupils are anticipat.ed to experience with t.he

generalized number pattern approach to algebra. The implications
for teaching will be discussed; as well as some suggestions for
further research.

-o0o-
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5

5

CIIAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RESEARCE RECOMMEIIDATIONS

1 Conclusions

The data colLected during this research provide evidence of a

number of cognitive difficulties that standard six and seven

pupils on the Cape Flats experience with the generalized number

patt.ern approach to argebra. Many of these cognitive
difficulties are not unique to pupils from the Cape F1ats as some

have also been documented by researchers in other parts of the

world, for example: MacGregor and Stacey (1993) in Australia and

Ort.on and Orton (fgge; ]-996) in England. I wish t.o agree with
MacGregor and stacey (1993) when they say:',The route from

perceiving a pattern to writing an algebraic rule is complex"

(p.187) . To be able to travel that route, the pupil needs t.o be

eguipped with certain cognit.ive ski1ls which are necessary to
overcome the difficulties. These necessary cognitive ski1ls
include:

1. The ability to tra.'scend the fixatioa with recurrent, patterna

in pureuit of a functLonal relationehip between the dependent

and the independeat variable. For some pupils the interview

never progressed beyond the finding of the next few numbers by

using a recurrence pattern. Any att.empE.s to prompt them beyond

that. resulted in over-generalizations.

2. The ability to formally articurate, in a natural rangruage, the

generalized rule. Some pupils are able to caLculate with a

generalized rule, but they cannot give a verbal explanation of
how it works. Instead t.hey are likely to work out a numerical

example t.o show how t.he rure is applied. rf t.here is to be any

hopes of expressing the generalized rule in terms of algebraic
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symbolism, the pupils must be able to express it verbally
first. This wiLl afford them with the opportunity to refl-ect

critically on their construction, paraphrase it, reorganize it,
and reinterpret it, before any attempt is made to express it
symboIicaIly. Doing this will develop an awareness of what can

and cannot be easily translated into algebra. An accept,able

verbal description will reflect a conscious awareness of the

struct,ures and relationships involved in the solution process.

Besides, the formulation of a verbal description is where one

should start if the need for a more concise representat.ional

system is t.o be developed.

3. A metacogaitive awareaeBa that will enable pupile Eo check the

validiEy of their agsert,ions againat the avairabre data. A

number of t.he pupils invented 'rgeneral ruIes,' that worked in
one or two cases. These were then ,over-generalized" and

presented as t,he generalized rule. This happened despite
obvious evidence Eo the contrary in the immediate daEa

available. with the necessary metacognitive awareness this
would have been detected and the search for a generalized would

have been continued. The likelihood of undetected arithmetic
errors precluding the finding of a generalized rule would also
be reduced.

4 . some facility ia the proper uge of mathe'naticar elmtax, €.9. ,

knowing that the egual sign denotes eguality and does not only

signal the introduction of a solutj.on as in:',3 x 3 = g - 7 =

8n. This includes having some appreciation for the structure

of an algebraic expression, e.g., knowing that n7 - (a x 3)"

does not translate into "46 x 3 = l3g -l = l37n for a = 4G.

without a basic knowredge of t.he mathematical syntax and
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conventions any attempts at constructing an algebraj-c

representation of a generalized rule would be fruitless.
5. A eound undergtanding of the variable ag a pattern generalizer.

This should allow the pupil to set of in pursuit of a variable
that can be used to generalize from the pattern. rn fact, r
perceive this as a prerequisite for the eventual generalization
of the pattern into an algebraically represented rule. The

pupirs' interpret,ations of the lett,er n in the n-th f igure of

the worksheet, (see section 4.!.4, euestion 3) shows that, in
some instances, the understanding of the variable as a pattern
generalizer had not yet been attained.

5 .2 Inplications for Teaching

In view of the proposed introduction of
patterns into the mathematics curriculum of
(Draft Syllabus for Mathematics in the Junior
the Western Cape Education Department, L996)

the research documented in t.his thesis, I
following teaching suggestions:

1. Teaehere ehould farniliarize the'nselvee wlth the eogmit,ive

difficurtiee that their pupile are uoat likcly to e:q>erieuce

with geaeralizing from aunber patEerag. Thie would enable

them to deeigm inetructional activitiee alned apeeifically at

addreseing thege difficultiee. For example, analyzing a

particular number pattern prior to its present.aEion to the

pupils with the aim of identifying and resolving some of the

cognitive difficulties that might prevenE its successfur
generalization and translat.ion int.o algebraic notat.ion.

generalized number

t.he Western Cape

Secondary Course of
and t.he results of
wish Eo make the
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2. It LE advieable not to introduce number patterns aa abruptly

3

aB al.gebra hae traditionally been :lntrodueed to pupile.

Instead, pupils should be e:q>osed to a variety of patEerns

over a period of time to give them practice in the'rseeingl of
patterns first. During this time t,hey might be encouraged, if
there is no evidence of a spontaneous need to do so, to
e)q)ress their perceived patterns in a generalized form; using

whatever representational means they might have at their
disposal. This should be done without pressing the pupils;
allowing ample time for the need for a more concise and

elegant representational system to mature.

Pupile ehould be eacouraged to see tbat the sFne pattera ca!

often be o<Srreesed in Dore than one way. During group work

sessions different perceptions of the same pattern is almost

certain to arise among the pupils. When this happens, it
should be used as an opportunity to encourage pupils to
investigate and evaluat.e each ot.hers' percept.ions of the

pattern. During the ensuing debat.es pupils will be forced

into a metacognitive evaluation of t.heir own represenEat.ions

in order to be abte defend it. Wit,hout this kind of
challenge, few pupils are 1ike1y to engage int.o a

metacognitive evaluation of their own work.

Pupila ehould be allowed t,o choose their ourn almbole for

repreBenting tshe variabres. According to Booth (1989) pupils

are able to construct meaning for the symbols more readily
when they themselves have decided what t.he symbols are to
represent. I wish to take this further by adding that using

their own symbols will enhance the pupils, feeling of
ownership of their own const.ruct,s.

4
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5. To cor:a,ter the spontaneous, and eonetimee pereistent, search

for a recurrent rrrle of finding the guccegeive term from the

one before by trdifferenciagn, f euggeet alteraating patteraa

in which this straEegy night work with others in wbich it doee

aot. For example, patEerns like 5; g; 11; t4

alternated with patt.erns like 1; g; 27 ; G4 etc.
6. rilhen making Ehe junp from the firet few coneecuEive

Ebe pat,tera to Eerm further dowa the paEEern (".g.,

term) t,ry to avoid uultiplea of the Eer:ua thaE bad

been dealt wiEh, €.9., do not ask for t,he go.h term if

term had been dealt with as this will encourage

generalization,' lsee sections 4 .2.2 (b) and + .3 .Z k) ] .

are 1ikely to respond like this: T(80) = T(B) x 10,

T(n) denotes the n-th term in the pattern. To be on

can be

ter:mg in

the 83''r

already

the 8th

Itover-

Pupils

the

where

safe

down

7

side it is advisable t.o use larger prime

t.he pat.tern, e.9., T(83) instead of f (gO)

Atwaya etart of with concret,e patteraa

numbers further

that the pupila caa

8

pbyeicarry build for thernserves. Number pat.terns can be

generated from various other patterns, e.g., geometric

patterns, funcEional tables, match stick patt.erns, etc. whire
it is advisabre to introduce pupils to all of these, one would

do well to start in the early stages of the introduction with
concrete and manipulable patterns to give pupils some form of
concrete referent that might aid them in the conceptualizat.ion
of the pattern.

Group work iE et,rongry euggested aB the way to dear with the

auggest,ed nuuber patt,ern work. This way pupils wirl be

exposed to perceptions other than their own; addressing the
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5.3

problems of the lack of metacognitive awareness, the fixation
with only one correct. answer, as well as enhancing their
verbal communicative ski1ls.

9- Ext,ra attentLon hae Eo be paid to the preference for repeated

addLtion Laetead of multiplication; aa Ehie makea tbe proceaa

of generalizatLoa from nr:mber patternB Dore difficult. See,

for exampre, the discussion in section 4.2.2(c). with Ehe

problem-centered approach in mathemaEj-cs pupils are being
encouraged to work with their own processes rather than Eo use

algorithms (e.g., the multiplication algorithm) . rn some

instances, however, t,heir processes may be less than ideaI.
when this happens, it might be better to encourage them to
look for alternatives, rather t.han to impose our own processes

on t.hem.

These teaching suggestions would hopefully help to address
some of the cognitive difficulties that pupils e:q>erience when

they have to generatize from a number pattern.

Suggestions for E\rrttrer Research

The research report.ed on in this thesis is based on clinical
interviews that were conduct.ed with individuar pupirs as t,hey

attempted to generalize from the given number patterns within the
time constraint of an interview (which is about 20 minutes). An

investigation stretched out over a longer period of time and

utilizing more interviews might yield interesting, if not
different, result.s. AlE,ernatively, for example, the subjects
could be left alone wiEh a number pattern for some time before
the actual interview to give them ample time for the "seeingl of
the pattern and to sEructure their thoughts before they are

interviewed. By attempting to squeeze a number of questions into
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the limited time of the interview one might not allow enough time

for t.he subjects to fu11y e>cprore each question and they might

develop a sense of just getting a guestion over and done with, in
as littIe time as possible, in order to start on the next one.

Another methodological alternative is to interview a subject on

one question per interview session, using different pat.terns and

exploring each to t,he fuI1. rn this way some of the pressure of
having a set number of questions to sqlueeze int.o the limiEed time

of a single interview can be relieved.
Generalized number patterns is only to be introduced into t.he

formal mathematics curriculum of the western Cape in st,andards

six and seven as from ,.Tanuary 1997. Therefore exposure to number

patterns during t,he int.erviews was a novel experience to the
subjects. Furt.her research is needed to establish how pupils who

have had some prior experiences with number patterns would reacE

when they have to deal with the same tasks.
A limited number of number patterns were used during this

research: one in the worksheeE, one functional table, and one

match stick pattern. A1I of these lend themselves to a recurrent.
rule in t.he sense of a constant difference between the terms.
Further research is necessary to see how pupils would react if
they have t.o deal with patterns in which there are no constant
differences between the patterns.

Group work has long been est.ablished as a val-uab1e teaching
strat.egy in a variety of disciprines. rn section s.2 r suggest a

number of reasons why group work should be a viable teaching
st.rategTy pertaining to number patterns. However, the specif ic
effects of group work on pupils' perception of number patterns
and its implications for generalization and algebraic rule
writing still needs research verification.
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5.11

The difficulties that second language speakers might find
with the verbal expression of their generalizations and the

influence that this might have on their ability to transLate

t.heir generalizations into the algebraic code is another area for
wider, more det,ailed research.

Fina11y, table 1.1 in section 4.1.1 shows a significant
variation in the percent.age ret.urn of the worksheets across the

standard groups. Pupils' changing attitudes towards mathemat,ics

assignment,s across the different standards was suggested as a

possible explanation. This phenomenon opens up furt.her
opportunities for research into this and ot,her explanations for
ir.

Fina]. Conclusion

Reflecting on the observed cognitive difficulties, I wish to
concrude that the st.andard six and seven pupils in my study were

not yet ready for the generalized number pattern approach to
algebra. r contend that, they wilr be ready, once their cognitive
difficulties had been addressed via an informed mediational
inEervention; and, wit.h sufficient exposure to number patterns
over a period of time to allow t.he cognitive need for a more

succinct symbolic representation syst.em to mature.

-o0o-
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srd.5. . .

APPEIIDIX I (a)

BeIIviIle South Senior Secondary
Mathematice Project

1995

Age:....
Inatructions:
o Do all your work on a loose sheet of paper and staple it to t.he
back of this worksheeE,.
o Your solutions should be as complete as possible, showing the
finest detail of all t,he processes and calculations involved. No
calculation should be seen as unimportant if it helps you towards
the finding of a solution.
o Hand in your at,tempt even if you think t.hat you will never find
the solution, ES you may be only a short step away from the
actual solution.

Probleu
The following figures are made up with matches.

The first figure is made up of 5 matches, t.he second figure of
8 matches, the third figure of 1-1 matches, and so on.

$lhat you muat do.
L. FiII in the following table for the first six figures in Lhe
sequence.

Position of 1 2 3 4 5 6
fi l-n s

Number of matches 5 t_1

2 (a)

nll
l_-l
II

nnt!

I

(b)

Find a way t.o work out how many mat.ches you need to make up
the 17th figure in the sequence.
How many matches do you need to make up the 57th figure in
the sequence?

3. rf you have not done so yet, work out a general formula that
you can use to determine t,he number of matches in any one of the
figures in the sequence. Apply this formula to the n--th figure.
4. rn what position in the sequence would you find the figure
made up of exactly 98 matches?
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srd.7...
APPEITDIX I (b)

Bellville South Seuior Secondary
Mathenatice Project

1996

Age:

Inetructione:
: D? all your work on a loose sheet of paper and staple it to the
back of this worksheet.
o Your solutions should be as complete as possible, showing thefinest det,ail of alL the processeJ and calcul-ations invo]ve6. Nocalculation should be seen as unimportant if it helps you towardsthe finding of a solution.
o_Hand in your attempt even if you think that you will never findthe sorution, Ers you may be only a short. step away from theactual solut,ion.

Probleu
A sequence of crosses of increasing size is made up of squares as
shown.

second cross of 9

What vou nust do.
1. FiII in the following table for the first six crosses in the
sequence.

Position of cross 1 2 3 4 5 6Ln se

Number of matches 13

The first cross consists of 5 sqfuares, the
squares, the third cross of 13 squares, etc.

Find a way to work out. how many squares you need for the50-th cross in the sequence.
How many squares do you need for the 504-th cross in the
seguence?

3. rf you have not done so yet, work out a generar formura thatcan be used to determine the number of squares in any one of thecrosses in t.he seqfuence. Apply this formu]-a to the n-th cross inthe sequence.

95

2 (a)

(b)

4. A cross consists out of 4gl_
seqluence would you find it?

squares. In what posit.ion in the
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srd.8. . .

Name: . .

APPEIIDIX r (c)

BeIIviIle South Senior Seeondary
Matheqatics Project

1996

Age

Inetructione:
: Dg "11 your work on a roose sheet of paper and staple it to theback of this worksheet.
o Your solutions should be as complete as possible, showing thefinest detail of all the processeJ and calc-ulatj-ons invotveE. Nocalculation should be seen as unimportant if it helps you towardsthe finding of a solution.
'-Hand in your attempt even if you think that you will never findthe solution, ES you may be only a short jtep away from t,heact.ual soluti-on.

Probleu
The st.andard nines of Be11vi11e souE.h secondary are planning todecorate their school. They want to build sgualre flower beds ofdifferent sizes bordered wiih square tiLes like in the sket.ches.The dark areas represent the flower beds.

What wou muet do.
r (a) calculate how many tiles you need to form a border arounda 10 by 10 flower bed.(b) How many tiles do you need to form a border around a

100 by 100 flower bed?

2 - 500 tiles are available for a border around a single flowerbed. what is the largest flower bed t.hat can be enclosJd by it?
3. The tiles for a new flower bed had already been delivered whenthe decision is taken to increase the size of the bed by onetile-length per sj-de. How many additional tiles must be ordered?

4. rf you have not done so yet, construct a formula that can beused to calculate the number of tiles needed for a border arounda a by a flower bed.
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sr,d.9. . .

Number of
dominoes

4. A complet,e set of
high(in storeys) can
dominoes?

APPEIIDrX r (d)

Bellville South Senior Secondary
Matheuatics Project

15

1995

InstrucEions:
o Do all your work on a loose sheet, of paper and staple it to t,he
back of t,his worksheet,.
o your solutions should be as complete as possible, showing the
finest det,ail of aII the processes and calculat,ions involved. No
calculation should be seen as unimportant if it, helps you towards
the finding of a solution.
o Hand in your at,tempt, even if you think t,hat you will never find
the solution, ES you may be only a short, step away from the
actual solut,ion.
Problem
A Eower that, has been construcE,ed wit,h dominoes is shown in the
sket.ch. The Eower is four stories high and 24 dominoes were used
in the construction.

Wtrats vou muEt do.
1. The following E,able gives t,he number of dominoes needed
complete a certiin numbei of sEories in the tower. Complete
table by filling in the missing values.

Height of tower 1 2 3 4
r.n s

to
t,he

165

83

2.
(a)
(b)

How many dominoes are needed to build the tower
10 sEoreys high;
70 storeys high?

3. Develop a general formula thaE can be
number of dominoes needed to build the

dominoes consists out, of
E,he tower be built with 5

to calculate the
up to t,he n-th

28 pieces. How
compl-ete seE,s of

used
tower

storey( the n-th st,orey can be any sE,orey in t,he t,ower).
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srd.10. . .

APPEIIDIX I (e)

Bellville Soutb Senior Secondary
Mathenatice project,

1995

Name: . . . Age

Instructiong:
: Dg all your work on a loose sheet of paper and staple iE to the
back of this worksheet.
o Your sorutions should be as compleE.e as possible, showing thefinest detail of all the processeJ and calculations invo1ve6. Nocalculation should be seen as unimportant if it helps you toward.sthe finding of a solution.
o-Hand in your attempt. even if you think t.hat you will never findthe solution, Ers you may be only a short Jtep away f rom E,heactual solution.
Problen
The following f igures are made with maE,ches.

Tl" first figrure consists out. of 3 matches, t,he second figure outof 9 matches, the third figure outr of 1g matches, eEc.
$lhat vou muEts do
1 - Complete the following table for the first. six figures in the
sequence.

Position of 6in the

Number of matches

the figure
nce

1 2

3

3 4 5

9 L8

2 (a) Find a way to work out how many matches you would need toconstruct the 10t.h f igure of the sequence.(b) How many matches would there Ue in the looth figure of the
sequence?

3. rf you have not done so y€t, work out a general formula that
can be used to calculate t.he number of matcheE in Ehe n-E.h figrrrein t]le sequence. The n-th figure can be any one of the figriresin t.he sequence.

4 - You are supplied with 350 matches and instructed to constructthe largest possible figure that would fit into the seqluence. Atwhat position would it fit into the sequence?
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S:

1)

2)

3)

4)

s)
5)

APPEIIDIX II

FtrJ'J.y Transcribed Interview on ttre Worksheet
Interrriewer
SeIIo; 13 yeare old; Std.G

r: r see you drew a number of figures for number one. what
was your plans with t,hat?

S : I did t,hat to get the answer guickly.
I: Okay, and did it help you.
S: Yes it did help me... to geE the answer.
I: How did you get the answer from the picture?
S: It says to me I must just do it... then I just do it... it

teIls me t,he answer to the. . . r forgot it now. . . what is
the answer.

r: You can have a rook at. your answer if it wilr help you.
(Hands Ehe answer sheet. to the pupil)
s: sir can you... r must(pupiI reads out guestion 2(a) out

aloud) . . .

s: sir again you must find way to work out how many matches
you are going t,o need to make up t,he pict,ure of the
seventeenth.

r: okay... so you actualty drew some of the figures r see...
and t.hen? . . . From there. . . what did you do then?

S: I just drew the pictures... and f get the answers.
I: How did you get the answers from that?
s: r just drew the pictures and after r drew it. . . it says r

must draw the pictures to six than r do it. . . from five to
six then I get the answers.

I: Did you count each of Ehe matches?
S: Yes... yes...
r: For number two they wanE the number of matches in the

seventeenth figure... Now r don,t see that you drew the
sevent,eent.h f igure. . . How did you do it then?

s: r drew iE in the other book... in the other book... r
didn't t.hink I must do it. t.o t.his page.

r: Now you have t,o telI me what you did in that. book. . .

because I can't see it.
S: I just. did the pictures... then I get t.he answer... The

answer was fifty-three.
I: Now wait. . .

7')

8)

e)

10)

11)

t2)
L3)

14)

l-s )

15)

L7)

18)

1e)

20)
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21")

22)

23)

z+)

zs)
ze)

zt)
za).

zg)

go)

sr)
zz)
33)

ra)
gs)

se)
ztl
ra)
gg)

+o)
+r)
a,z)

+g)
qq)

+s)

+e)

qt)

aa)

f: And number three...?
(Pupil reads the guest.ion silently)
S: I didn't do it.
I: Do you understand the question?
St Yes I do understand the question.
I: What does it say?
s: rt says r musE do t,he pictures to. . . to northwards. . . buE

I didn't do it.
I: To what?
S: To northwards.
r: what do you think is the meaning of that little part there

thaE, says rtn-Ehrr ?

S: I didn't know.
I: What did you think it was?
S: I think it i-s t.o north.
I: To nort.h?
S: Yeah...
I: What is north?
S: To north... north!
r: You thought it was north... like in south, east., north?
S: Yeah...
I: Do you think t,hat's possible?
S: No.
I: Why not?
S: Because in maths you don,t use norEh.
I: And number four?
S: I didn't do it.
I: And why not?
s: Because... r didn't do it because... r can't count ninety-

eight matches... r can'it write down that... because r
donrt know what f ig,ure must I do. . . whaE, number of matches
must I use to make that figure.

r: Explain that again guickly because r don't realIy
understand?

s: r didn't know how to do it... rearIy... but r just used my
matches... I didn,t. know what to do!

I: How did you use the matches?
S: I did noL. . .

..END OF THE INTERVIEW

49')

s0)
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APPEIIDIX ITI
The MatchstLck Pattera

.L.Le-vw onL'.

P^ttcn,n s

\

Patttr,' t

Pn'ttorn 2. S

S
Pattrr n' (-

Patter,^. s
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APPEIIDIX IV
Elr1ly Transcribed rnterview on the Match stick pattern
I: Intenriewer
B: Bonnie; 14 years old; Std.z
1) I: Bonnie te1I me what you see.
2) B: Here sir...?
3) I: Yeah...
4) B: rn the'pattern'!one there are five... match sticks, sir...

in lpattern' two there are nine... so the di-fference i-s...
five and nine... is four... and you add it up to two...
the difference is sti]} four...

5) I: Okay. . .

5) B: And in 'pattern' four... there should be seventeen sir.
7) I: And how did you get t.hat seventeen?
8) B: r add... more four sir... and more four stick mathces.
9) I: Okay... and in 'pattern' five?
10) B: It's twenty-one.
11) r: okay... Do you know what the next 'pattern' looks Iike...

rpattern' four?
]-2) B: Yes sir.
L3) I: Can you draw it?
L4) B: Yes sir.
15) I: Would you 1j.ke to draw it?
15) B: Yes sir!
1,7) I: Okay, draw it for me.

(Pupi7 draws a sketch of ,pattern, four.)
18) r: Bonnie now you just told me how many matches you had

in each rpatternr... Would you like to go throught. t.hat
again? Perhaps write it in next to the figure.

19) B: Okay sir... Here there are...
20) I: 'Patternrone...
2]-) B: 'Pattern' one t.here are f ive sir... in 'patternr two there

are nine... 'patt.ern, three there are thirteen... and
rpattern' four seventeen(writing the numbers next to the
corresponding, patterns, ) . . .

22) I: How many woul-d you have 'pattern' five ?

23) B: Twenty-one.
24) I: Write it down as welI.
(9. writes 2L on the dotted line.)
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25')

26)

27)

28)

2e)

30)

3l_ )

32)

33)

34)

3s)
35)

37)
38)

3e)

40)

4l_ )

42)

43)

44)

4s)
46\

47)

48)

4e)

s0)

s1)
52)
s3)

s4)

ss)

I: Now how many matchsticks would you need for the eighty-
third rpatternl?

B: Eighty-three sir?
I: Uhm. . .

B: Can I count it down sir?
I: Okay, but you must te11 me what you will do.
B: Okay sir...
I: What. will you do?

B: I'11... I'11 mu1tip1y... of what multiply?... yes....
Five... five.. eighty three... No!

I: Wow... I donit understand that... Explain again.
B: I 'm going t.o multiply f ive by eighty-three sir. . .

No(softLy)...
I: Why do you say no?

B: IE will be more... more than enough sir.
I: More than enough?
B: Yes sir.
r: But r need the exact amount of matches that you will need

for your eighEy-third 'pattern'
B: Can f count, it down sir?
I: Yeah. . .

B: (CaTculates on sheet 83 x 5 = 95.) Ninety-five sir...
I: Why do you say eighty-three Eimes. . . What. did you do jusr.

now?

B: Eighty-three times five...
I: Wait... wait, I don't. undersE.and...
B: Eight.y-three times five sir... sorry(sees the mistake)...
I: Scrath it out. and do it over.
(Pupi7 does the caTculation again.)
I: What did you do?

B: I multiplied sir... eighty-three by five...
I: Now why did you multiply by five?
B: Because in the first 'pattern' Ehere are five sir.
I: Can you explain more?

B: Here sir?
I: Uhm. . .

B: In the first 'pattern' there are five... so I have Lo
multiply by five sir...

I: Okay... Now can you describe, perhaps, the general rule
that you used?

s5)
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s7)
s8)

se)

50)

51)

B: I used the multiplication rule
I: Uhm. . .
r: But what is the method that you used to find the number of

matches?
B: Eighty-three times five...
I: Yes... And if I said...for instance...the twenty-seventh

rpatternr... How many mat.ches would you need then?
B: I I 11 multiply by five sir. . . because in the first

rpattern' . . . in the f irst 'patternr there were f ive. . .

I: Write down the rule... write the ruIe...
B: The rule sir?
I: The general ru1e... that you used.
B: The multiplicat.ion rule... I,d have Eo multiply by five...

if I had to mu1t.iply by eighty-three. . .

(Pupil writes the rule down pronouncing the words as she

progresses. )

I: Very wel1. . . Now can you write that in mathemat.ical
terms?

(No response. )

I: All that you wrote down there is very wel1. . . but how do
you write that j-n mathematics. . . using mathemat,ics
symbols?

B: Okay sir.. (Writes 83 x 5 )

I : Do you think that rule will work f or any 'pat,t.ern' ?

B: This rule sir?
f : Uhm...
B: For any rpattern' given?
I: Yeah. . .

B: Yes sir.
I: Does it work for the second 'patternr?
B: No sir... no sir! It doesnrt work.
I: How can t.hat be?

(Pupit Tooks around, apparently for paper on which co write)
I: You can write on this here.... (gives a sheet of paper).

(PupiJ appears to ponder something does not write
immediately)

f: What are you thinking?
B: Okay sir... I'11 try... Here in the firsc 'pattern'...

there are five matchsEicks. . . so here. . . I don,t feel I

62)

53)

54)

5s)

55)

67)

68)

6e)

70)
7]-)

72)
73)
74)
7s)
76)
77)
78)

79)

80)

81)
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82)

83)

have to add another five sir... because here is the one...
who stands on this corner... so I have to add more... four
only sir.

I: Uhm. . .

B: So t,hat's why it becomes nine (ref ers to the second

pattern) ... that,s why it doesn't become ten.
I: So what are you thinking?
B: (Sighs) Must I write this down sir?
I : I want t,o know what you're thinking.
B: Okay sir...
(Pupit thinks qtietTy for a whi7e.)

B: Sir!
I: Yes...
B: Here... Irve added four more... and here... up t.o the

eighty-third sir...
I: Do f understand you?
B: Donrt understand sir? Sir said so sir... Here f don't

have t.o add the ot.her f ive. . . and here again . . . (mumbTes

something) .

I: So what are you saying?
(No response. PupiT seems to be thinking very deepTy.)

I: What are you thinking?
(Still no respo.nse. PupiT s7ow7y shakes her head form side to
srde. )

I: Why are you shaking your head?
(Still no response.)

I: Do you think that your rule of multiplying by five works?
B: Here? No sir.
I: In general?
B: No sir... It. doesn,t. work in all the sums that is here.
I: Uhm. . . So what can you do?
B: What should I do sir?
B: If I'm given this sum only sir... then Irm asked to find

this sum... what should I do?

I: I don't understand what you're asking.
B: Maybe if I'm givenrpatternrone onIy... then f'm asked

to find the second tpatEern'... then what should I do?

I: What do you think?

84)

8s)

85)
g7')

88)

8e)

e0)

91)

e2)

e3)

e4)

es)

e6)

97)

e8)

ee)

100 )

101 )

]-o2)

103 )

104 )

10s)
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L06 )

107 )

108 )

10e )

110 )

11L )

112)

113 )

114 )

l1s )

115 )

Lt7)
118)

11e )

120)

L2t)

L22)

]-23)

t24)

1,25)

t26)

1,27 )

]-28)

t2e)

(No response. )

I: What are your thoughts?
(stiIl no response.)

I: Come now... be honesL.
B: (Sighs) Sir. . .

f : Uhm...
B: Here I have to add...
I: Yes... How many?
B: Four...
f : Okay...
B: Because Ilm given five so I canrt add another five...
r: Now rrm with you... Now how many mathcsticks would you

need for the eighty-third ,pattern,?
B: Can I count it down sir?
I: How would you count it down. . . can you show me?

B: Okay I will show you sir...
(Pupi7 thinks for a while, sighs and does not say or write
anything. )

I: What are you thinking?
B: I canrt think now sir.
I: Do you have any idea of how to get to the number of

matches in the eighty-third one?
B: No sir.
f: Why do you think you can't find the answer? you said:"

Must I count it down sir?"... So I'm waiting for you to
show R€, but you do nothing. What do you mean with
rrcount downt'?

B: Sir I'm going to count it down...
(Starts a written calculation)
I: What are you doing now Bonnie.?
B: I'm counting sir. . .

(Goes on and finishes caTcuTation.)
B: IErs three-t,hirty-three sir.
I: Can you explain what you just did?
B: Sir... I've said eight,y-three eguals the eighty-third...

multiplied by four... because I add four here (points at
second pattern)... then my answer was three-thirty-E.wo...

I: Uhm. . .130)
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131)

]-32)

133 )

L34 )

l_3s)

136)

r-37)

138)

139)

140)

141)

L42)
143 )

]-44)

14s )

t45)

]-47)

148)
149)

1s0 )

1s1 )

L52)
1s3 )

B: Then r add one... because... in the first lpattern, there
wasn't only one... there weren't only four matchsticks...
but five...

I: Yeah. . .

B: so r added that one. . . Because here ('points at the g3 x 4

part of the calculation) I didn,t add that matchstick...
because I said it.s eighty-three divided by four...

I: Divided by four?
B: Sorry... multiplied by four.
I: Uhm. . .

B: so then r added this one... for the first piece over
here.

I: Now guickly explain it righE E.hrough... from the start.
B: From here sir(points at the start of the calcufation)?
I: Uhm. . .

B: Okay... f said eighty-three times four... then I got
three-thirE,y-two... but,... the firsE 'pattern' had five
matchsticks. . . so I had to add that f if t.h one. . . t.hen the
answer was three-thirty-three sir.

I: Okay. . . Can you write that rule down in words?
B: Okay sir...
I: Do you think there is a general rule? Does that. apply

t,o all t.he figures?
B: Sir? No sir... Yes sir... It does.
I: Okay, write it down... in general.

(WriCes down the rul.e in words)

I: Can you write that down as in mathematics?
B: In mathematical order?
I: Uhm. . . using mathematical symbols. . .

(Pupi7writes83x4+t= )

I: Do you think it,s possible that you can use symbols?
(No response. )

I: Are you happy with that?
B: Yes sir.
I: Uhm. . .but that is only the answer ro one particular

sum... to the eighty-t.hird one... Can you wriEe down

something more general. . . something chac wilI apply Eo

a1l sums. . . all 'pat.terns'?
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1s4 )

1ss )

1s6 )

1s7 )

1s8 )

1se)

150 )

162)

163 )

B: It's this one sir...(points at the one jn the written
e.rqrression and underlines rt. )

I: What, about the one?
B: I'11 have to add it... its all you always add... in all

of these patterns... because here sir... in the third
rpaEtern'... maybe if you ask me to find the third
rpat,ternt... t,hen I'11 say four t.imes three... then f '11
get tweIve... plus one... I'11 have to add that one...
because only in the first lpattern' there are five
mat,chsticks. . .

I: Now Iet me ask you something. . . Do you think you could
use an 'x' somewhere in the problem?

B: An 'x'(emphasizing the x) sir!
I: Why you say an 'x'(emphasizing the x)? Don't you work

with x,s in class.
B: Yes sir.
I: Do you want to write something down?
B: No sir.

END OF THE II|TTERVIEW
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1e)

20)

2L)

22)

23)

A:
I:
A:

I:
A:

Five times four is twenty... plus one is twenty-one...
Okay. . . Number six in the top row. . . ?
Uhm... twenty-four... plus one is twenty-five.
Explain again...
uhm... six times four... is... twenty-four... plus one is
twenty-five.
so if t,he top row number is seven, what wirl the boEtom

row number be?
25) A: r see that you bring up the...the numbers also t,hat yourre

supposed to muItipIy... because here you canit multiply
this by four... it,s one this... t,his is three... this is
four...

26) r: r donrt t,hink r understand what you are trying to say...
can you e:q>Iain a 1ittle more?

27) A: uhm... this is two... The first two numbers one and two...
and at the bottom there's t.hree and five... you have to
multiply by two... one you have to multiply by two... and
two you have to muIt,ipIy by two... And here by three and
four- -.eight, and eIeven... you multiply by t,hree... and
here you multiply by four... and t,he ot.hers will probably
go on...five; six; seven i ...

28) r: Now could you do seven and eight... just to show me?
29) A: Okay(softTy)... Uhm... Seven times five is... is thirty_

f ive. . .minus one is. . .thirty_four. . .

30) I: And number eight?
3L) A: rs.. - Eight times five is fort,y... minus one is thirty-

nine...
32) r: Now what do you think will happen if r give you a large

number... let's say in the top row you have eighty...what
do you t.hink will be the boEtom number?

(Pause as she ponders the q.uestion)
33) I: What do you think now?
34) A: And the bottom number wiII be?

(Pause again)

I: What are you thinking?
A: I think three-hundred-and-ninety.
I: Can you explain?
A: f think because this... uhm... you add a

eight and a naught t,o the bottom number too.

24) r:

3s)

35)

37)
38)
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3e)

40)

41)

42)

43)

44)

4s)

45).

47)

I: Okay... The rule that you used up to number eight... can
you describe that?

A: Uhm. . . It's the top row. . . okay. . . nothing added or
nothing to the top row... uhm... it's just t; 2; 3; 4; 6;
7; 8;. .. common numbers... The bottom row.... uhm... you
must... the first t,wo numbers, one and Ewo, you must
multiply by two... and... uhm... one t,imes two is two...
and E,hen you must... here by number t.wo... two times two
is four, plus one... you must add one... plus one gives
you five... here by number three and number four... you
must multiply by three again... uhm... three times three
is nine, then you must subtract one... then iE gives you
eight. . . and here the same (four in the top row) , its
twelver 1rou must subtract one and it gives you eleven...
and here you start again by addition... and so you go
on...

I: Do you t.hink you can write it down?
(No response)

r: write down how to get the bot.tom number from the top row
number.

A: Okay (writes the exampTes as she erytTains) . . . Take E.hree

and four... Uhm... Here by number three and number four...
three times three will give you nine, minus one eguals
eight and thatrs your bottrom number... And here by four...

I: Perhaps you should indicate which is the top number and
which is the bott.om number.

(a indicates by eircTing the numbers and writing the words

"top number,, or ,,bottom number,,)

A: It's always the f irst. number is t.he top number that you
write down and the last. number is the bottom number.

(A writes the example of the fourth number in the top row)

A: The same with the five and the six...
(A starts to write down the example with five in the top row)

A: It goes like this... three and four is subtract one... and
five and six is add one... and seven and eight is subtract
one. . . it's like that.. . . So five and six will be. . . five
times four eguals twenty, plus one, equals twenty-one...
that will be your bottom number... same with six(A
continues to write down the example with five in the top
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48)

4e)
s0)
s1)

s2)
s3)

s4)

ss)
s6)

s7)

s8)

se)

row as she e;qrJains) ... Five is your top number (referring
the exampTe with five in the top row) and it will always

be first... uhm... the first, thing that you write down...
it wirl be five (emphasizing the word) times four... equars

twenty... and twenty plus one is twenty-one... that's your
bottom number... that is your rast number that you write
down... and the same with six... six is your first number,
thatrs your Eop number, times four eguals twenty-four...
plus one equals twenty-five and that is your bottom
number... thaE is the last number...

I: Okay. . . Can you perhaps write it in mathematical form. . .

using symbols?
A: Must I give my own symbols and so on?
I: Yes, if you wish you can give your own symbols.
A: Okay... Take three and four again... The top number... is

t.hree, so. . . the three. . .

I: Can you write the symbol down?
A: You make an x... so... no I can't see... three times x

because three and four will be multiplied by three... both
of them will be multiplied by three... so it's x... Three
is x... three... the number that you mu1t.ip1y... t.he top
number is three... like four times three... and Ehree
times three...

(a.writes:3xx=9-y-g)
I: But didnrt, you say you write the t.op number first?
A: Yes... so this is three...
r: Now show with a littIe arrow which is the Lop number

again.
A: This is the top number(indrcates it with a the ietter T).
I: What is x?

A: Times x... x is t.he number that you multipry the t.hree (top
number) by.

I: Okay... go on...
A: This is egual to. . . t,hree time three is equal to

nine(wrjtes njne) and you subtract one... subE.ract y... y
will be one ( ind.icates it with the number t) , because it
will be used in the top number in number three and number

50)

5l- )
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62)

63)

58)

5e)

64)

6s)

55)

67)

four.. - equals eight... and eight is your bot.tom
number (indicates it with the Tetter B) . . .

I: Now what did you say the y was again?
A: y is a minus one... is one... y will be .one... and x

is (nrntes down ,,number you muTtiply byu) . . . x is the
number that you multiply by and y is the number one... so
it reads like t.his: The Eop number is three, so three will
always be first... on top... and the bottom number is
eight... because... in the bottom it will always be last
because it's at the bottom... uhm... so it reads this way:
Three times x, and x is the number that you multiply by,
and in this case x is three... so three times three, that
is x, equals nine... and minus y, and y will be one... and
that will equal eight... and that is the bot.tom number...

r: can you make another example? .fust one more example...
Use anot.her number... say thirteen.

A: Thirteen and fourteen (draws a littj-e table and writes 73
an 74 in the top row).

I: Why do you always use two numbers?
A: rt's because... uhm... r always use two numbers because...

here 'its like in groups. . . it,s in groups of two. . . its
the amount you multiply by... the one and two... okay,
hold on-. - take five and six is multiplied by four...
three and four is multipried by three... it,s Iike... t,his
is 2; 3;  (indicates what numbers to multipTy by above the
groups in the tabTe) ... in groups... groups of two( extends
the tabTe writing the numbers in a group together) ...
5; 7; 8(writing thrs above the groups in the extension to
indicate what to nultipTy by)...

f: f don't understand...times eight.
A: This will be... uhm... say you go on here (refe*ing to the

extended table)...7 and 8... 9 an 10 will be together...
l-1 and t2... r-3 and L4... so this will be... this is 1
and 2 multipried by two; 3 and 4 multiplied by t.hree; 5
and 5 multiplied by four,- 7 and g multiplied by five...
and this is six(9 and 70) ; this is seven(r-Z. and t2) ; and
this is eighr (73 and 74) ...
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70)

7]-)

72)
73)

74)

7s)

76)
77)

78)

7e)

80)

81)

I: Okay. . .

A: So you mu1tip1y.. . uhm.... (a does the cal_culation t3 x g =

704 in writing) ... so in this case, number thirteen, the
bottom number wi1l be hundred-and-four

I: Can you explain again... t,hrough all the steps.
A: okay. . . thirteen you must murtiply by eight. . . thirteen

and fourteen is grouped together in two... thirteen and
fourteen are toget,her, so they will be mulEiplied by one
number, and that is eight... now r multipried thirt.een by
eight and t,hat, gives me hundred-and-four... so Ehe bot,t.om
number of number thirt,een wilr be hundred-and-four...

I: And what about the y-number?

A: That you must... It's aLso grouped in two,s... The
first... okay... The even numbers... is always you must
add one...

f: What even numbers?
A: rf you must... uhm... murtiply by an even number, then it

will be plus one... so if you must. multiply by an uneven
number, then it wil1 be subtract one...

I: Okay, so what, wi1l you do with thirteen?
A: Here you musE multiply by eight, so you must add one...

plus one.
I: So what, is your boE.tom number now?
A: rt's. . - hundred-and-f ive. . . so it's thirteen t.imes

eighE... itrs hundred-and-four... plus one... it,s
hundred-and-five... so I'm gonna wriEe it down...

(A writes: 73 x X = 704 + f = IOS)

A: Thirteen times x... and x is the number you multipry by...
will give you hundred-and-four... so it will be plus y,
and y is number one... that will give you hundred-and-
five... so hundred-and-five is your bottom number... and
t.hirteen will be your top number !

I: Thank you very much!

END OF THE INTERVIEW

-oOo-

82)

83)
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